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AUTONOMOUS PARAFOIL GUIDANCE IN HIGH WINDS
BENJAMIN S. CHIEL
ABSTRACT
Guided airdrop systems lacking propulsion may be adversely affected by high winds. Strong
winds encountered during Draper Laboratory flight testing prevented lightweight parafoil
systems from landing accurately. This thesis introduces and compares multiple guidance
strategies designed to address high wind scenarios in cases of differing wind knowledge fi-
delity. The algorithms presented significantly improve performance in high tailwind and
shifting wind scenarios without compromising miss accuracy in standard wind conditions.
This adds additional capability to parafoil guidance by substantially increasing the condi-
tions under which accurate landings are possible.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Typical autonomous parafoil guidance is composed of four main stages: (1) homing to the
ground coordinates of the target, (2) loitering and reducing altitude, referred to as energy
management, (3) path planning for terminal guidance, and (4) flaring to soften landing.
Strategies of this kind, described in [9] [26] [27] [30] assume the system can be brought near
to the ground coordinates of the target and loiter there while altitude is reduced.
In high wind conditions, this assumption may be violated, rendering these guidance strate-
gies inadequate. The cause of this problem is the air-relative velocity of a system being
incapable of penetrating, or overcoming, the wind velocity, which blows the system off
course. This situation occurs most commonly in the case of lightweight systems, which
have comparably low air-relative velocity. In the course of Draper Laboratory guided air-
drop flight testing, a number of lightweight systems reached the target area at high altitude,
only to be blown away by strong tailwinds. In other drops, a shifting wind created difficul-
ties, again blowing the systems away.
These difficulties with high winds motivated investigation of mitigation strategies using a
combination of (1) wind knowledge/estimation and (2) vehicle maneuverability during the
homing and energy management phases of flight.
The contribution of this thesis is the development of new guidance algorithms
capable of significantly reducing miss distance in different classes of high winds,
in cases of both limited and more extensive wind knowledge. In standard wind
1
2Wind Case (Knowledge)
Recommended Algorithm
Mean % Improvement
Tailwind (Limited) ∼ 70%
Tailwind (More Extensive) ∼ 85%
Shifting Wind (Limited) ∼ 35%
Shifting Wind (More Extensive) ∼ 90%
Table 1.1: Wind Mitigation mean improvement % over baseline guidance in different wind
scenarios with different wind knowledge using recommended algorithm
conditions, the algorithms have negligible effects on system performance. These
methods thus expand the useful flight envelope for guided airdrop systems with-
out compromising existing miss accuracy. A preview of results showing perfor-
mance improvement over baseline, state-of-the-art guidance, is shown in Table
1.1.
Previous relevant literature is reviewed in §1.1. Chapter 2 describes a strategy for use with
limited wind knowledge, with simulation results confirming its effectiveness. Chapters 3
and 4 present algorithms and simulation results for strategies which assume reliable wind
knowledge is available. Chapter 5 discusses possible future work.
1.1 Relevant Previous Literature
1.1.1 Parafoil Guidance
The work of Rademacher [26] represents a very thorough approach to parafoil modeling,
navigation, control, and guidance. The descriptions of the wind fixed frame (defined in
§3.1) and the derivation of necessary optimality conditions for fixed-time trajectory plan-
ning (detailed in Chapter 4) are foundational pieces to this work. While the definition, use,
and implementations of both the wind fixed frame and trajectory planning are significantly
modified and expanded upon, many of the critical assumptions in framing the problem are
found in [26].
Another important treatment of parafoil modeling, simulation, and guidance is [30]. The
3wind fixed frame is used there as well, and the spline-based guidance strategy described
there represents a more conventional alternative to the algorithm presented in Chapter 4.
In [27], constant wind in the direction of desired landing during terminal guidance is consid-
ered. Timing the final turn toward the target is calculated using turning radius, airspeed,
and wind knowledge to avoid an overshoot. Guidance in high winds during earlier portions
of the flight and shifting winds are not considered.
1.1.2 Optimal Path Planning
Chapter 4 makes extensive use of previous optimal control work, and represents a differ-
ent approach to nonholonomic motion planning from conventional treatments, such as [23].
In [23], trigonometric functions are assumed as suitable forms for control signals, while in
Chapter 4 they arise naturally through the course of derivations. Much of the inspiration
and key insight into the rich history of the problem are found in the work of Jurdjevic [17],
which includes a more general geometric version of the necessary condition derivation in
Chapter 4. The work of Brockett [7] details the role of elliptic integrals and functions in
deriving closed form solutions to optimal control problems of this kind.
From the inspiration of [17], the elastica problem (described in §4.2) was found to be equiv-
alent to an optimal path planning problem relevant here. In pursuing this, the work of [19],
detailing the history and different approaches to the elastica problem was invaluable. Many
of the classical references cited in Chapter 4 are cited in [19].
The work of [11], focusing on elastica as the solutions to splines, encounters many of the
same issues faced in Chapter 4, including the need to account for scale, shift, and reflection
of elastica solutions. The problem definition and the approach taken differs from the work
here, and coupled with the use of series approximations to elliptic integrals, the equations
and solution methods differ substantially.
4The most directly relevant prior work to Chapter 4 is [22]. The problem addressed there is
slightly different, but the use of elliptic integrals in evaluating optimality conditions for path
planning is similar. In [22], beam bending literature detailed in Chapter 4 is not used; the
equations presented in [22] have more unknowns with no physical interpretation. It is not
clear the from results shown in [22] if the elliptic integral based method was implemented
successfully.
The derivation presented in §4.2 provides the most direct approach to obtaining the relevant
optimality conditions. More can be said about the maximum principle, as well as the use of
elliptic functions and additional geometric tools in this context. The role of trigonometric
functions in nonholonomic control For further reading in this direction see [2] and [3].
1.2 Wind Knowledge Assumptions
Wind knowledge assumptions greatly influence the choice of wind mitigation strategy.
Greater wind knowledge enables more sophisticated guidance, but if wind knowledge is
poor these algorithms may be ineffective, if not detrimental.
Currently, the Draper guided airdrop system estimates winds at altitude relatively well,
but lacks knowledge of winds down to ground level. Future developments will improve look
ahead wind knowledge through wind sharing and additional sensor information, including
vision and ground based LIDAR [14].
Given these constraints, two classes of wind mitigation strategies have been developed.
The first, detailed in Chapter 2, assumes relatively limited wind knowledge, and minimizes
reliance on below altitude winds. The second class of strategies, described in Chapters 3
and 4, assume reliable wind knowledge below is available. In both classes of strategies, wind
is assumed to vary spatially in altitude only as homogeneous layers, as in [26] and [30].
Chapter 2
Guidance Strategies for Limited Wind Knowledge
This chapter describes a wind mitigation strategy designed to counteract the effects of strong
tailwinds blowing lightweight systems beyond the target area. Reliable wind knowledge at
current altitude and a coarse estimate of winds below are assumed available.
2.1 Motivating Flight Test
During Draper Laboratory guided airdrop flight testing, there were instances where lightweight
systems in high tailwinds were blown past the target, resulting in large overshoot misses
(see Figures 2·1, 2·2). Heavier systems were affected by the strong winds as well, but were
able to recover at lower altitudes. The lightweight systems detected high winds, but cur-
rent guidance had limited means to use this information. This motivated investigation of a
different approach when high tailwinds are detected.
2.2 Baseline Homing Strategy
Before describing the wind mitigation strategy, a description of nominal, or baseline homing
behavior is instructive. The guided parafoil system considered in this study has heading
control only. As a result, two-dimensional guidance algorithms are considered. One can
formulate the parafoil guidance problem as solving the intersection of a line and circle. The
line represents the vector between current East-West position and the target East-West
coordinate, referred to as vcourse. The circle is the vector of system air velocity (va) swept
through 2pi (see Figure 2·3). The origin of the circle is offset from the current system po-
sition by the wind vector (vw). There will typically be two points of intersection between
the line and circle, one representing the solution towards the target (va1), the other away
5
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Figure 2·1: 3D trajectory tracks of actual lightweight systems blown away from target
during flight test session ffDL-041. Heavier systems are in gray, lightweight systems in
color. More systems were vulnerable, but managed to recover at lower altitudes as wind
subsided. Flights and corresponding wind profiles are referenced by ffDL-[session #]-[flight
#]. The z-axis in 3D trajectory figures is represented in altitude above ground level (AGL).
Large red bulls-eye placed around target for reference. EMGT refers to energy management
(reducing altitude once above target area). BLG refers to band-limited terminal guidance,
described in §2.4.1. Flare refers to pulling both control toggles to soften landing. Plots are
shown proportionally correct with axes values redacted for proprietary purposes. Avg wt
refers to percentage of average system weight.
from it (va2). Baseline guidance solves for the two points of intersection of vcourse with the
circle, and chooses the heading angle θ corresponding to va1 .
The special case where vcourse is tangent to the circle corresponds to va1 = va2 , a single
solution. The case where there are zero points of intersection with the circle corresponds to
a potentially infeasible scenario with large crosswind, and requires a different strategy not
discussed here.
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Figure 2·2: Groundtrack of ffDL-041-810, actual lightweight system blown away from target.
Zoomed in on last portion of trajectory, where system futilely attempts energy management.
Large red bulls-eye placed around target for reference. Star represents final landing point.
Legend includes Wind Mit label for consistency with later plots, though wind mitigation
was not available during this flight test.
2.3 Generalized Backing in
Having described baseline homing in §2.2, a wind mitigation strategy in the case of strong
tailwinds becomes readily apparent. In high tailwinds, both va1 and va2 result in flight
towards the target (see Figure 2·4). If guidance detects a potential overshoot, the system
can choose va2 to effectively slow the system by backing in.
The wind mitigation algorithm can be described as a three condition AND statement.
If Wind is sufficiently high to potentially cause an overshoot
And System is not flying away from the target
And va2 produces sufficient forward progress toward the target
Then Enable wind mitigation by choosing the heading corresponding to va2 .
To determine if an overshoot is possible, a low fidelity forward Euler propagation model
using available coarse wind prediction is used. This result is compared with a threshold
value to determine if an overshoot is expected.
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Figure 2·3: Baseline homing strategy. Using vector addition, identify heading angle to home
along imaginary vector between current location and target (vcourse). Typically, at most
one solution achieves this. Radius of circle represents system air-relative velocity.
To determine if the system is flying away from the target, GPS velocity is dotted with
vcourse. A value less than zero indicates lack of forward progress toward the target.
This strategy, while straightforward, has apparently not been previously explored.
2.3.1 Implementation Modifications
The algorithm presented in §2.3 has three necessary conditions, where each can indepen-
dently switch, causing chatter. To address this, hysteresis-like conditions are introduced to
adjust the trigger thresholds once wind mitigation has been engaged. If wind mitigation is
engaged and subsequently disengaged, the thresholds to re-enable it are raised.
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Figure 2·4: Wind mitigation homing strategy. Now, there exist two heading angle solutions
resulting in homing along the vector between current location and target (vcourse). If wind
conditions are sufficiently high, choose the second, slower solution, corresponding to backing
in.
In high tailwinds, where an overshoot is likely, all three conditions should remain true.
When any of the conditions toggle back and forth, this wind mitigation strategy is unlikely
to assist, and should not be relied upon.
With these modifications in place, rapid switching is eliminated, without neutralizing the
effectiveness of the strategy.
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2.4 Simulation Results
2.4.1 Simulation Setup Description
Simulations are performed using the Draper Airdrop simulation environment written in C.
This simulation models the dynamics of parafoil systems, and is used to test and tune flight
software prior to deployment [13].
The Draper simulation uses conventional rigid-body 6 Degree of Freedom (DOF) equations
of motion, with Euler angle transformations between body and local frames, and Runge-
Kutta integration. A similar model is described in [30]. Additional sub-models capture
parafoil-specific effects:
• Static Aerodynamic Effects: table look-up of force and moment coefficients varying
over angle-of-attack and sideslip angle
• Dynamic Aerodynamics Effects: Dynamic derivative calculation governing interaction
of body rates and moments
• Added Mass Effects: Inertial/mass additions as a function of parafoil geometry
• Control Model Effects: Equations modeling effects of control toggle on body moments
Drop-off locations for the system are chosen by back-propagating wind. A more thorough
description is given in [13], [5].
Monte Carlo (MC) experiments are performed using this simulation, varying a number of pa-
rameters, including system mass, control toggle bias, maximum turn-rate, mass-knowledge
for estimating airspeed, and initial drop-off locations and altitudes. Wind profiles may be
varied as well, as described. Each experiment consists of 1000 runs.
Draper Airdrop Flight Software
Simulations are run using Draper Airdrop flight software, composed of navigation, guidance,
and control [9].
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Guidance is modified to test different high wind mitigation algorithms. Terminal guidance
(below 300 feet AGL) is handled by Band Limited Guidance (BLG) [9]. Briefly stated,
BLG is designed to perform terminal guidance using control signals with frequency content
limited to avoid exciting the unstable aerodynamic dutch roll mode of the parafoil. The
role of homing and energy management is to set up BLG upwind of the target by a distance
tuned to maximize accuracy. Reaching this upwind point closer to 300 feet AGL is the
aim of wind mitigation strategies. Unmodified Draper homing and energy management is
referred to as baseline.
Navigation is tested in its baseline configuration, where current altitude wind and airspeed
are estimated using a pair of extended Kalman Filters (EKF)s, and below-altitude wind is
estimated using an exponential decay of current altitude estimates (Figures 2·12 and 2·13).
The equation for this prediction is:
Wind(hi) = Wind(hcur) exp((hi − hcur)/τ) (2.1)
where τ takes different values for vertical and horizontal wind estimates. This is referred
to as exponential prediction (Exp Pred).
For comparison, navigation is modified to enable testing with perfect wind knowledge avail-
able; this is referred to as truth.
To test more realistic extensive wind knowledge, navigation is further modified to access
wind estimates from a prior simulation. This corresponds to a scenario where wind sharing
between systems is available. This type of wind knowledge is referred to as shared wind
estimates (Shared Nav).
The PID control portion of the flight code is not modified. Adaptive control is investigated
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for considerations discussed later, but not implemented in the Draper Airdrop simulation
(Appendix C).
A description of Draper Airdrop flight software and BLG is given in [9].
2.4.2 Design Case: Constant 35 Knot Wind
To test the backing in strategy in its design case, MC experiments are run using constant 35
knot wind with lightweight systems. Examples of typical trajectories are shown in Figures
2·5 and 2·6. The statistical results are shown in cumulative distribution function (CDF)
and percentile plots (Figures 2·7 and Figures 2·8). Plots are generated using techniques
from [24], conveying similar information in different formats. CDF plots give an overall
picture of algorithm comparison at a glance, while percentile plots enable closer comparison
of mean and key percentile performance.
The effectiveness of the backing in strategy in the design case of lightweight systems in high
tailwinds is clear. With only current-altitude wind estimates and simple wind prediction
to ground level, the strategy greatly increases miss performance. With truth information
available in this scenario, backing in is superb.
2.4.3 Standard Test Winds
Ideally, a high wind mitigation strategy should be effective in high winds without adversely
affecting performance in standard wind conditions. MC experiments are run using the
standard Draper test winds set, which contains 25 different wind profiles, chosen as a rep-
resentative sample of typical winds faced by fielded systems. The full system weight range
is tested, including systems which would be heavy enough to penetrate high winds.
The statistical results are shown in Figures 2·9 and 2·10. While there is a slight numerical
degradation in miss accuracy, changes of this magnitude are not significant in real world
performance. This result confirms the ability of the backing in strategy to do no harm
13
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Figure 2·5: Typical trajectory of baseline guidance in constant 35 knot wind (Truth). Notice
nearly identical behavior to Figures 2·1 and 2·2, where system futilely attempts energy
management and gets blown away. This also demonstrates the capability of the Draper
simulation to capture actual system behavior in high winds, validating its use for this
study.
during standard wind and weight conditions.
2.4.4 Initial Flight Test Results
The simulation results are sufficiently promising to enable deployment of this backing in
strategy in real world flight tests. In initial testing, backing in has engaged and disengaged
briefly, as warranted by wind conditions, as designed. As of this writing, the algorithm is
left enabled in real world tests, awaiting sufficiently high wind conditions to be needed.
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Figure 2·6: Typical trajectory of baseline+backing in guidance in constant 35 kt wind
(Truth). High wind is detected, system chooses the second heading solutions (Figure 2·4);
reverts to baseline homing once effects of high wind mitigated.
2.5 Algorithm Limitations: Insufficient for Cross/Shifting Wind
In the design case of large tailwinds, where rudimentary prediction of below altitude winds
is available, the strategy described in §2.3 is effective in improving miss statistics, without
adversely affecting performance in standard wind conditions. If better wind knowledge is
available, performance in the design case improves substantially, as shown in Figures 2·7
and 2·8.
This strategy is not without limitations, however. Backing in is designed to counteract high
tailwind type conditions. Given its reliance on three engagement thresholds, each tuned to
avoid undesirable chattering, there exist high tailwind cases falling beneath these thresholds
15
which are not improved.
Moreover, tailwinds are only one class of challenging winds. In other flight tests, shifting
winds (Figure 2·11) caused difficulties (see Figures 2·14, 2·15). This collection of shifting
winds will be referred to as ffDL-044. Backing in is not capable of directly addressing this
type of scenario. With current navigation using exponential prediction (§2.4.1), the shift is
only detected once it occurs (Figures 2·12 and 2·13). However, even if perfect wind knowl-
edge is available, the backing in algorithm does not have the capability to fully counteract
a wind shift, as shown in Figures 2·16 and 2·17.
This shortcoming motivates investigation of wind mitigation algorithms capable of fully
exploiting all available wind field information. This is the topic of Chapter 3.
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Figure 2·7: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using
2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). Cumulative distribution function cal-
culated using algorithm from [24]. Thick lines represent CDF, thin lines represent 95%
confidence intervals. Note the across the board improvement in miss accuracy for backing
in, and lack of improvement of baseline with truth knowledge–the CDF plots for baseline
using both wind predictions are virtually on top of one another. Normalized miss distances
are shown for proprietary purposes. Scales are comparable between figures for the same
wind case, but not comparable between different wind cases.
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Figure 2·8: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using
2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). Note the significant improvement in
performance with backing in, both in the case of truth winds, as well as using exponential
prediction only. In the design case, backing in works well. Normalized miss distances are
shown for proprietary purposes. Scales are comparable between figures for the same wind
case, but not comparable between different wind cases.
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Figure 2·9: Standard winds comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using 2
wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). A depiction of the negligible performance
changes of backing in from baseline guidance–backing in leaves baseline accuracy essentially
unchanged.
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Figure 2·10: Standard winds comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using 2 wind
predictions (exponential prediction, truth). Backing in has almost no adverse effect on miss
performance in standard wind conditions outside the 98th percentile, passing the do no
harm test.
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Figure 2·11: Example of strong shifting wind encountered in actual flight test, based on
flight log from a heavy system with good wind observability. This is another challenging
case where wind mitigation is needed.
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Figure 2·12: At-altitude and exponential wind estimation for shifting winds (ffDL-044-879)
through first quarter of flight. The navigation estimated part of the plot is from a heavy
system simulated in the shifting wind of Figure 2·11. Navigation uses exponential decay
predicting for below altitude winds in all directions (North, East, Down).
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Figure 2·13: At-altitude and exponential wind estimation for shifting winds (ffDL-044-879)
through first half of flight. The navigation estimated part of the plot is from a heavy system
simulated in the shifting wind of Figure 2·11. The shift is detected as the system passes
through it. Navigation predicts exponential decay for below altitude winds.
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Figure 2·14: 3D Trajectories of actual lightweight system blown away from target in shifting
wind. Backing in would not have been sufficient here–wind shifted Northward towards the
end of the trajectory. Heavier systems were not vulnerable.
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Figure 2·15: Groundtrack of lightweight system blown away from target by shifting wind.
Note the behavior of futilely attempting energy management, making things worse by turn-
ing away from the target. As noted in Figure 2·2, Wind Mit label in legend is included for
consistency with later plots; no wind mitigation was available during this flight.
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Figure 2·16: Shifting winds comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using 2 wind
predictions (exponential prediction, truth). For the middle distance misses backing in does
improve performance somewhat, but leaves much room for improvement, even with truth
knowledge.
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Figure 2·17: Shifting winds comparing 2 guidance laws (backing in, baseline) using 2 wind
predictions (exponential prediction, truth). Backing in does improve some of the higher
percentile statistics, but the improvement is muted compared to its benefits in the constant
wind case.
Chapter 3
Guidance Strategies for More Extensive Wind
Knowledge
In the previous chapter, look ahead wind knowledge is assumed limited. In the future,
through a combination of improved sensing and wind sharing between systems, more reli-
able knowledge of winds below current altitude will be available. This knowledge should be
used to mitigate the effects of high and/or shifting winds. This motivates investigation of
guidance strategies capable of using this additional information.
A common approach to integrating greater wind knowledge into parafoil guidance is a wind
fixed frame (WFF). The effects of wind are accounted for by translating and rotating the
ground frame. The definition of the wind fixed frame here is similar to previous work,
including [26] and [30].
3.1 Wind Fixed Frame (WFF)
The wind fixed frame is defined as the ground frame
• Translated to account for the effects of the wind on a point-mass system
• Rotated to account for desired terminal heading (θ in Figure 2·3)
See [26] for similar definition.
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Formally, define the wind fixed frame as follows:
xw,trans = xg + Σhwx(h)dt(h) (3.1)
yw,trans = yg + Σhwy(h)dt(h) (3.2)
and [
yw
xw
]
= Rwg (θterm,g,flip)
[
yw,trans
xw,trans
]
(3.3)
θw = θg − θterm,g,flip (3.4)
where
xg ≡ Northing of target (origin), ground frame
yg ≡ Easting of target (origin), ground frame
θg ≡ Heading, ground frame
xw ≡ Northing, wind fixed frame
yw ≡ Easting, wind fixed frame
θw ≡ Heading, wind fixed frame
Rwg ≡ Rotation matrix between ground and wind frame
H ≡ Current Altitude (AGL)
N = Numerical integration steps
dh =
H
N
h = {H : −dh : dh}+ ground elevation of target
dt(h) =
dh
vd(h) + wd(h)
w{x,y,d}(h) = North, East, Down components of wind as a function of h
vd(h) = Downward airspeed as a function of h
28
where the colon notation in {H : −dh : dh} corresponds to {H,H − dh,H − 2dh, ..., dh}.
The rotation is made such that θw = 0 corresponds to the direction of the wind at ground
level. Landing in the opposite direction of ground wind is desired to soften landings. Given
the desired terminal heading value into the wind θterm,g, define:
θterm,g,flip = θterm,g − pi (3.5)
Define the total expected horizontal path length traveled by the system as:
S = Σhvhoriz(h)dt(h) (3.6)
where vhoriz(h) is horizontal airspeed as a function of h. Note the definition of dt(h)
implicitly incorporates the glide slope in defining S.
3.1.1 Assumptions
This formulation assumes wind varies as a function of altitude (h) only, avoiding any causal-
ity issues of using wind knowledge in a given geometric location to choose a geometric
location to go to. This assumption is consistent with the approach in [26] and [30]. In
effect, this is a separation-principle-type assumption: the estimation of a wind fixed frame
is completely separate from whatever guidance strategy is pursued.
3.1.2 WFF Interpretation
The WFF is essential to guidance strategies assuming greater wind knowledge, motivating a
clear understanding of its interpretation. The rotation is straightforward: rotate the frame
such that the desired terminal heading corresponds to pi for ease of calculation. Terminal
heading is often chosen into the wind for softer landings.
The translation is more subtle. As a function of altitude, its origin represents the Cartesian
location in space from which a point mass (a leaf) would be carried by the wind to the
ground-frame origin. As altitude decreases, the Cartesian location of the WFF origin gets
29
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Figure 3·1: WFF plotted as a function of altitude for constant 35 kt wind. The path gets
closer to the origin as altitude is lowered, resulting from the reduced influence of the wind.
closer to the ground-frame origin, corresponding to smaller effects of the wind. This is
referred to as the WFF path. For a constant Eastward wind, the wind fixed frame as a
function of altitude is shown in Figure 3·1. For a wind which begins Eastward and shifts
Northward (Figure 2·11), the WFF as a function of altitude is shown in Figure 3·2. For
comparison, the shifting wind in Figure 3·2 is shown scaled by various values in Figure 3·3.
In a real-time guidance strategy, the WFF is re-calculated at each step, and if wind knowl-
edge is good it will be similar from one step to the next. If wind knowledge improves, the
WFF does too.
The wind in Figure 3·1 corresponds to the constant 35 knot wind described in §2.4.2, and
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Figure 3·2: WFF plotted as a function of altitude for shifting wind (Figure 2·11). The WFF
initially is offset both Southward and Westward, incorporating the effects of both the East
and North Winds. As altitude is reduced, only the Southward offset remains, reflecting the
wind shift.
the shifting wind in Figure 3·2 is the type of wind described in §2.5. The WFF is a general
framework capable of describing any wind profile adhering to the assumption in §3.1.1,
including large tailwinds and shifting winds.
3.2 Change Guidance Paradigm: Blend Homing & Energy Management
It is worth stressing the significance of this WFF interpretation, and how it differs from
baseline parafoil guidance (§2.2). As opposed to the strategies described in Chapter 2, the
wind itself is not directly considered in the guidance strategy. Rather, all wind knowledge
is contained within the WFF, and guidance plans in this new frame.
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Figure 3·3: WFF Path for shifting wind scaled by various values for illustrative purposes.
Higher scaling shifts frame farther from origin, smaller scaling shifts it closer.
In addition, the paradigm described in Chapter 1 of homing followed by energy manage-
ment is no longer adhered to. The backing in strategy described in Chapter 2 violates
this separation of stages if the winds are high enough–it will bypass energy management
and proceed directly to terminal guidance if necessary. In general, however, it allows for a
separate energy management stage.
By contrast, a strategy making use of the WFF for higher altitudes may blend homing and
energy management into a single stage. In order to mitigate the effects of winds at higher
altitude, the WFF must be calculated and used as the basis for guidance early in flight.
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3.3 MATLAB Simulation
To test the efficacy of generating a WFF and corresponding guidance strategies, a low order
2 DOF model is created. The equations of motion are as described in [9]:
dxg
dh
= vhoriz(h) cos θ(h) + wx(h)/h˙
dyg
dh
= vhoriz(h) sin θ(h) + wy(h)/h˙
dθg
dh
= u(h)
(3.7)
where xg and yg denote Northing and Easting, θg denotes heading, wx and wy denote the
North and East components of wind, h represents altitude, vhoriz(h) is the horizontal air-
speed of the system as a function of h, h˙ denotes the derivative of altitude with respect to
time, and u(h) is the heading rate (guidance) command.
To simulate the effects of the closed loop system dynamics, a first order lag is introduced
to the equation for
dθg
dh .
3.4 WFF Homing: Generalization of Baseline Homing
Baseline homing behavior is described in §2.2. The essential idea of baseline homing is to
find the best trajectory vector between the current location with respect to the target. The
effects of wind are accounted for using vector addition (Figure 2·3).
Having constructed a wind fixed frame, the effects of wind have already been incorporated
into the coordinates of yw and xw, as described in §3.1.2. A simple guidance strategy is to
recalculate the WFF at each step, and steer the system towards the origin of this frame.
This can be accomplished by letting the desired heading be:
θdes = atan2(−yw,−xw) + θterm,g,flip (3.8)
resolved between [−pi, pi] to avoid singularity issues, as in baseline homing (terms are defined
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in §3.1). This strategy, while straightforward, has apparently not been previously explored.
This strategy is referred to as WFF Homing.
3.5 WFF Homing MATLAB Simulation Results
Proportional guidance is used to simulate the effectiveness of (3.8) as a guidance strategy:
θdes(i) = atan2(−yw,−xw) + θterm,g,flip
e(i) = mod(θdes(i)− θ(i), 2pi)− pi
u(i) = Kpe(i)
(3.9)
where Kp is the proportional guidance constant.
The WFF Homing strategy described in §3.4 is tested in the constant and shifting wind
cases shown in Figures 3·1 and 3·2,. The corresponding results of the MATLAB simulation
described in §3.3 are shown in Figures 3·4 and 3·5.
Notice how the trajectories initially home towards the WFF path, then circle around it.
This circling behavior is a result of the Kp term, and could be made tighter or wider by
adjusting the value.
3.6 C Simulation Results
To test the performance of the WFF Homing strategy described in §3.4, Monte Carlo
simulations are performed in the Draper Airdrop simulation environment (§2.4.1). The test
cases of interest include the two from §2.4, high tailwinds and standard test winds, as well
as the shifting wind described in §2.5 and §3.1.2, and depicted in Figure 3·2.
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Figure 3·4: WFF homing trajectory in constant 35 kt wind (MATLAB Sim). Using only
the proportional guidance algorithm (§3.5) WFF Homing steers towards the WFF path,
then circles around it all the way in to the target. This initial condition is not challenging,
and the system reaches the WFF path with ease.
3.6.1 Design Case: Shifting Winds
MC experiments are run using shifting winds with lightweight systems. Examples of typical
trajectories with truth winds are shown in Figures 3·6, 3·7, and 3·8. The statistical results
are shown in Figures 3·9 and 3·10.
The effectiveness of WFF Homing in the design case of lightweight systems in shifting winds
is clear. Notice the backing in strategy turns on and off twice, indicative of its inability
to counteract the winds. With only current-altitude wind estimates, the WFF Homing
strategy significantly increases miss performance. With truth information available, its
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Figure 3·5: WFF homing trajectory in shifting wind (MATLAB Sim). Here, the system
takes longer to reach the WFF Path, indicative of a more challenging initial condition. The
system does end up flying away from the target, a trademark of WFF Homing–it aims for
the WFF path, even if that requires initially steering away from the ground target.
results are even better.
3.6.2 Constant 35 Knot Wind
MC experiments are run using constant 35 knot wind with lightweight systems. An example
of a typical trajectory is shown in Figure 3·11. The statistical results are shown in Figures
3·12 and 3·13.
The effectiveness of the WFF Homing strategy in the case of lightweight systems in high
tailwinds is still apparent–with only current-altitude wind estimates, the strategy greatly
increases miss performance, and does significantly better than the backing in strategy of
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Figure 3·6: Typical trajectory of baseline guidance in shifting wind (Truth). Note the
striking similarity to actual flight ffDL-044-882, depicted in Figures 2·14 and 2·15. Baseline
guidance futilely attempts energy management and the system is blown away.
§2.3.
Backing in appears to be the best strategy in the case of truth wind knowledge, and WFF
Homing actually degrades slightly. This result is somewhat misleading, however, for the
following reason. Terminal guidance, as described in §2.4.1 is still handled by BLG. Cur-
rently, WFF Homing hands off to BLG at a specific altitude–additional tuning could be done
to improve this transition, likely improving the performance of WFF Homing in constant
winds with truth.
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Figure 3·7: Typical trajectory of baseline+backing in guidance in shifting wind (Truth).
Backing in is only designed to mitigate tailwinds, not shifting wind. It engages and dis-
engages twice early in the flight, but is unable to address the fundamental limitations of
baseline guidance in shifting winds.
3.6.3 Standard Test Winds
MC experiments are run using the standard Draper test winds set (see §2.4.3), using the
full system weight range.
The statistical results are shown in Figures 3·14 and 3·15. This confirms the ability WFF
Homing strategy to do no harm in standard wind and weight conditions, and improve
performance slightly when perfect wind knowledge is available.
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Figure 3·8: Typical trajectory of WFF Homing guidance in shifting wind (Truth). Rem-
iniscent of Figure 3·5, WFF Homing steers to the WFF path, then circles around it, and
sets up terminal guidance nicely, having anticipated and counteracted the shifting wind by
remaining Southward.
3.7 Algorithm Limitations
In the design case of shifting wind, as well as tailwinds, where both complete and only
rudimentary knowledge of below altitude winds is available, the WFF Homing strategy de-
scribed in §3.4 proves to be effective in improving miss statistics, without adversely affecting
performance in regular wind conditions. If better wind knowledge is available, performance
in the shifting winds case improves, as expected.
Although WFF Homing appears to work well in the case of exponential prediction, there
is a major caveat. The calculated WFF changes significantly at each time step as a result
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Figure 3·9: Shifting winds comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in, baseline)
using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). Even using exponential prediction
winds only, WFF Homing represents a significant improvement over both baseline and back-
ing in for shifting winds. This demonstrates the capability of WFF Homing to counteract
more challenging winds.
of no look ahead wind knowledge. This leads to significant control chatter, which is unde-
sirable. Unlike backing in, there is no way to reduce this chatter without improving wind
knowledge. This will be discussed further in §4.12.
The circling behavior (explained in §3.5) can be thought of as a WFF form of energy man-
agement. With more extensive wind information available, more sophisticated trajectories
can be planned. By reformulating the problem in the wind fixed frame, additional guidance
strategies are possible. This is the topic of Chapter 4.
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Figure 3·10: Shifting winds comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in, base-
line) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). WFF Homing improves
miss statistics in shifting winds significantly, improving performance over both baseline and
backing in.
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Figure 3·11: Typical trajectory of WFF Homing guidance in constant 35 kt wind (Truth).
Reminiscent of Figure 3·4, WFF Homing performs as expected, homing toward the WFF
path and circling around it. It should be noted that in this case, WFF Homing does
not appear to set up terminal guidance (BLG) very well, resulting in a larger miss than
expected. Entering BLG too close to the target and in the midst of a turn often makes
the terminal guidance problem more difficult. This phenomenon is endemic in constant
wind, explaining why the statistical results for WFF Homing in this case leave room for
improvement (Figures 3·13 and 3·12).
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Figure 3·12: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in,
baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). WFF Homing appears to
actually degrade with truth wind, as opposed to exponential predicted winds. This is again
a result of the phenomenon described in Figure 3·11, with an additional wrinkle. In the
case of exponential predicted winds, WFF Homing behaves much like backing in, with long
periods of backing in toward the target. Without truth winds in advance, WFF Homing
only mitigates the effects of winds once the system is closer to the target–at which point
only direct backing in is possible. This behavior, much like backing in, transitions more
cleanly to BLG for terminal guidance, resulting in better miss accuracy.
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Figure 3·13: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in,
baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). WFF Homing represents
an improvement over baseline and backing in performance in the case of using exponential
prediction. In the case of truth winds, backing in appears to perform best, though this is
somewhat misleading, as noted in Figure 3·11.
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Figure 3·14: Standard winds comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in, base-
line) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). WFF Homing appears to
generally satisfy the do no harm directive in standard wind conditions.
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Figure 3·15: Standard winds comparing 3 guidance laws (WFF Homing, backing in, base-
line) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth). WFF Homing mostly does
no harm to system performance in standard winds, and improves it slightly in the case
where truth winds are available, excepting the 98th percentile. The power of WFF Homing
to improve performance in the case of even standard winds when more wind information
is available is precisely the motivation for going to the WFF in the first place: better
incorporate wind information in all cases.
Chapter 4
WFF Optimal Trajectory Planning
In Chapter 3 the notion of assuming more reliable wind knowledge is introduced. In §3.1
the concept of a wind fixed frame (WFF), consistent with the definition in [26], among oth-
ers, is presented as a general method for incorporating more extensive wind knowledge into
guidance strategies. The WFF Homing strategy presented in §3.4 demonstrates significant
performance improvements over baseline guidance in both high tailwinds and shifting winds.
In this chapter, we show the basic dynamics of parafoil guidance defined in (4.1) can be
transformed using the WFF (§3.1). With the problem simplified, a host of guidance methods
are possible, including optimal control based approaches. One such approach is presented
in §4.2, and explicit solutions and simulation results constitute the heart of this chapter.
4.1 Transformed System Equations
Simplified dynamics of parafoil guidance described in [9] and mentioned in §3.3 can be
stated as:
dxg
dh
= vhoriz(h) cos θg(h) + wx(h)/h˙
dyg
dh
= vhoriz(h) sin θg(h) + wy(h)/h˙
dθg
dh
= u(h)
(4.1)
where xg and yg denotes Northing and Easting, θg denote heading, wx and wy denote the
North and East components of wind, h represents altitude, vhoriz(h) is the horizontal air-
speed of the system as a function of h, h˙ denotes the derivative of altitude with respect to
time, and u(h) is the heading rate (guidance) command.
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By applying the WFF transformation detailed in §3.1, the effects of the wind are captured
by appropriately translating the ground frame equations, eliminating the exogenous wind
terms wx and wy, as in [26].
We wish to re-frame the problem in terms of pathlength S (3.6), rather than altitude. The
parafoil translates forward at a velocity proportional to its weight. This velocity varies with
air density, a function of h, but for simplicity it can be averaged over the course of an entire
flight (see [26] for a similar simplification).
With these modifications, the independent variable h, corresponding to altitude, can be
switched for s, corresponding to path length, and the WFF equations of motion can be
written as:
x′ = v¯ cos θ
y′ = v¯ sin θ
θ′ = u(s)
(4.2)
where the total pathlength traveled S is defined in §3.1, and v¯ represents average transla-
tional velocity.
The objective of guidance can be stated as follows. Given:
• Total pathlength S
• Ground frame initial coordinates: xS,gf = [xS,gf , yS,gf , θS,gf ]T
• Ground frame terminal coordinates: x0,gf = [0, 0, θ0,gf ]T where θ0,gf is the desired
ground frame terminal heading
transform the ground frame initial and final coordinates into the WFF (described in §3.1),
and solve for a trajectory using the dynamics in (4.2).
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We choose the WFF rotation in §3.1 such that θ = pi corresponds to the desired ground frame
terminal heading. In the rotated WFF, the terminal condition then becomes x0 = [0, 0, pi]
T .
Initial system coordinates in the WFF are denoted as xS , for a given total pathlength S.
For simplicity of notation, we do not add WFF subscripts; we will be working in this frame
unless otherwise stated.
The dynamics in (4.2) exhibit numerous advantages over (4.1). With no exogenous wind
terms, the system described by (4.2) satisfies the Lie Algebra Rank Condition for nonlinear
controllability [17]. Informally, this means any point in the WFF can be reached with
sufficient time through a guidance law. The system in (4.2) turns out to be very well
studied, and a large body of classical work can be brought to bear [17].
4.2 Optimal Control Formulation
We now formulate the minimum energy optimal control problem for a parafoil system. This
section resembles [26]. A more general, geometric derivation can be found in [17]. The final
necessary conditions derived are identical.
For the system (4.2) and total pathlength S, minimize the cost function J , where
J(x, u) =
S∫
0
u2(s)ds (4.3)
subject to fixed boundary conditions:
x0 = [x0, y0, θ0]
T (4.4)
xS = [xS , yS , θS ]
T (4.5)
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Using the maximum principle [25], the Hamiltonian can be formed:
H = pT f(x, u) + L(x, u) (4.6)
where L = u2(s) in our context.
Applying to (4.2) gives:
H = p1v¯ cos θ + p2v¯ sin θ + p3u+
1
2
u2 (4.7)
p˙ = −∂H
∂x
=
 00
p1v¯ sinφ− p2v¯ cosφ
 (4.8)
∂H
∂u
= p3 + u = 0 (4.9)
We introduce the substitution:
p1 = M cosψ (4.10)
p2 = −M sinψ (4.11)
Substituting back into (4.7) and using Trigonometric identities allows us to write:
H = Mv¯ cosψ cos θ −Mv¯ sinψ sin θ − u2 + 1
2
u2 (4.12)
= Mv¯ cos(θ + ψ)− 1
2
u2 (4.13)
= Mv¯ cos(θ + ψ)− 1
2
(
dθ
ds
)2
(4.14)
where we use the result from (4.9) p3 = −u = −dθds .
Since ψ is an arbitrary angle of our choosing, we can assume a rotation is applied to have
with ψ = 0, as in [17]. This gives the necessary condition for optimality as:
1
2
(
dθ
ds
)2
= Mv¯ cos θ −H (4.15)
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where the optimal control is given by:
u(s) =
dθ
ds
= ±
√
2(Mv¯ cos θ −H) (4.16)
and M and H correspond to intersecting manifold surfaces of the Hamiltonian [17]. The
substitution made in (4.12) is possible as a result of a conservation law arising from sym-
metries in this problem. The existence of this conservation law is discussed in [17].
In this formulation we have assumed the control u(s) is unbounded. If the restriction
|u(s)| ≤ 1 is imposed, the problem becomes equivalent to that of Dubins [10]–with u con-
strained, (4.3) is reinterpreted as time optimality.
The expression (4.15) is reminiscent of a pendulum. It turns out this problem is identical
to a classical control problem: Euler’s elastica, where the pendulum analogy is attributed
to Kirchhoff. The dynamics of the traditional problem are:
x˙ = cos θ
y˙ = sin θ
θ = u
(4.17)
Figure 4·1 shows Euler’s original drawings of solutions from 1744. Explicit solutions using
elliptic integrals have been known since the 19th Century [17].
As is often the case with the maximum principle, we have not derived a constructive so-
lution, nor is it immediately clear how to proceed. The necessary conditions in (4.15) are
stated in terms of intersecting manifolds M and H, not in terms of the Cartesian boundary
conditions we have in §4.1.
We will proceed by looking to nonlinear beam bending literature for explicit elastica solu-
tions in Cartesian coordinates. These will require generalization and modification for our
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context, carried out in the next sections.
Figure 4·1: Euler’s Original Elastica Drawings (1744), reprinted in [17]. These can be
thought of as classes of trajectory shapes, foreshadowing the derivations in §4.3.
4.3 Explicit Elliptic Integral Solutions in Cartesian Coordinates
Expressions for elliptic integral solutions to the elastica problem expressed in Cartesian
coordinates are detailed in nonlinear beam theory. These solutions are incomplete for our
purposes–they do not generate solutions between any two arbitrary points in [x, y, θ]T space
for a given total trajectory path length S. These solutions are a first step for formulating
the more general approach, however, and are detailed in §4.3.1 and §4.3.2. The derivations
provide limited intuition, aside from demonstrating two solution families arise from the
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same equations by making an appropriate substitution. The final formulation, generalizing
these solutions to our context, is detailed in §4.5.
4.3.1 Undulating/Inflectional Solutions
This section draws on derivations from [6], [28], and [12].
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Figure 4·2: Example of undulating elastica
Equation (4.15) can be rewritten as:
1
2
(
dθ
ds
)2
= c2 cos θ + C (4.18)
where c = v¯MH , and C is treated as generic integration constant.
At the end of a trajectory, when θ = α, we assume no curvature, i.e. dθds = 0, so:(
dθ
ds
)2
= 2c2(cos θ − cos(α)) (4.19)
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giving ds as:
ds =
dθ
c
√
(2(cos θ − cos(α)) =
dθ
2c
√
sin2
(
α
2
)− sin2 ( θ2) (4.20)
where the last expression comes from standard Trigonometric identities and we ignore the
solution corresponding to negative path length.
To write (4.20) in standard elliptic integral form, we introduce the substitution:
sin
θ
2
= k sinφ = sin
α
2
sinφ (4.21)
where, by design, φ ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ] corresponds to θ ∈ [−α, α]. In this context, k ∈ [0, 1) is
defined as the elliptic integral modulus.
Taking the derivative of (4.21) with respect to θ gives
1
2
cos
θ
2
= k cosφ
dφ
dθ
(4.22)
which can be combined with Trigonometric manipulations and (4.21) to give
dθ =
2k cosφdφ
cos(θ/2)
=
2k cosφdφ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
=
2
√
sin2 α2 − sin2 θ2√
1− k2 sin2 φ
(4.23)
Substituting (4.23) into (4.20) gives:
ds =
dφ
c
√
1− k2 sin2 φ
(4.24)
which can be integrated over φ to give the total length of the trajectory:
s =
φ∫
0
dφ
c
√
1− k2 sin2 φ
=
1
c
F (φ, k) (4.25)
where F (φ, k) corresponds to the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind. For a trajec-
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tory where θ varies over [0, α], which corresponds to φ ∈ [0, pi/2], this simplifies to:
S =
pi/2∫
0
dφ
c
√
1− k2 sin2 φ
=
1
c
K(k) (4.26)
where K(k) is the complete elliptic integral of the first kind.
Remark 4.3.1. Depending on how s is calculated, the interpretation of c, and resulting
scale of the problem changes. Since s, as written, represents the actual path length of a
trajectory, it incorporates the effects of v¯ from (4.2). This is reflected in the v term in
(3.6). When c is used later, this internal factor of v¯ will cancel out, and we will again be
solving the standard elastica problem (4.17), without the factors of v¯ as in (4.2). To use the
solved control values, we will need to multiply them by v¯ at the end. In essence, we solve
(4.17) and scale the solution to the problem in (4.2).
To find expressions for the trajectory in Cartesian coordinates, we use the system equations
from (4.2):
dx = v¯ cos θds (4.27)
dy = v¯ sin θds (4.28)
From Trigonometric identities and (4.21), we can write:
sin θ = 2 sin
(
θ
2
)
cos
(
θ
2
)
= 2(k sinφ)
√
1− k2 sin2 φ (4.29)
Combining this with (4.20) and (4.21) and some manipulation gives:
dy = v¯ sin θds =
2v¯k
c
sinφ (4.30)
Integrating with respect to φ gives:
y =
2v¯k
c
φ∫
0
sinφdφ =
2v¯k
c
(1− cosφ) (4.31)
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Using the identity cos θ = (1− 2k2 sin2 φ) from (4.21) allows us to write:
dx = v¯ cos θds =
v¯(1− 2k2 sin2 φ)dφ
c
√
1− k2 sin2 φ
(4.32)
which can be integrated to give:
x =
v¯
c
φ∫
0
dφ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
− 2v¯k
2
c
φ∫
0
sin2 φdφ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
(4.33)
The first integral we recognize as the incomplete elliptic integral of the first kind, F (φ, k),
and the second integral can be shown equal to
1
k2
(F (φ, k)− E(φ, k)) (4.34)
where E(φ, k) is the incomplete elliptic integral of the second kind. Combining terms gives:
x =
v¯
c
F (φ, k)− 2v¯
c
(F (φ, k)− E(φ, k)) = v¯
c
(2E(φ, k)− F (φ, k)) (4.35)
With (4.25), (4.31), and (4.35), we have explicit expressions for pathlength and Cartesian
coordinates for elastica where k ∈ [0, 1).
To solve for the control values used to generate these curves, we introduce Jacobi elliptic
functions [1]. We define the amplitude function as φ = am(u), representing the inverse of
the incomplete elliptic of the first kind, where u is defined as:
u =
φ∫
0
dφ√
1− k2 sin2 φ
(4.36)
In our context, φ = am(cs), giving the relevant Jacobi elliptic functions as:
sn(cs) = sin(am(cs)) = sinφ (4.37)
cn(cs) = cos(am(cs)) = cosφ (4.38)
dn(cs) =
√
1− k2 sin2 φ = cos θ
2
(4.39)
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Using (4.21) gives:
sin
θ
2
= (k)sn(cs) (4.40)
Taking the derivative of (4.40) gives:
1
2
cos
θ
2
dθ
ds
= (kc)cn(cs)dn(cs) (4.41)
which yields
dθ
ds
= (2kc)cn(cs) (4.42)
This representation allows us to write the final control value as:
u(s) = −(v¯2kc)cn(cs) (4.43)
where factor of v¯ is as noted in Remark 4.3.1. The negative sign in (4.43) results from the
following:
Remark 4.3.2. In our context, we will be using trajectory pathlength S as an input pa-
rameter. As such, we will want to run the problem using s = {S : −∆s : 0}, representing
discretized steps getting progressively closer to the target (colon notation as described in
§3.1). This is the opposite convention from elastica solutions for (4.17), which assume
s = {0 : ∆s : S}, corresponding to starting at the origin and moving along the beam. In
effect, we are running the problem in reverse. We multiply u(s) by a factor of −1 to capture
this.
4.3.2 Nodal/Non-Inflectional Solutions
In standard references, [6], [12], [20] nodal, or non-inflectional solutions are presented as
fundamentally different solutions to the elastica problem. While the final form of the solu-
tions is different, the expressions can all be derived using the same setup as the previous
section, using standard rules of elliptic integrals replacing k with 1k . In Appendix B we
show the solutions are identical for the special value of k = 1.
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Figure 4·3: Example of nodal elastica
In the §4.3.1, we introduced the standard elliptic integral identity:
sin
θ
2
= k sinφ (4.44)
and we restricted k ∈ [0, 1). If k > 1, however, we can use standard elliptic integral/function
rules [1], which dictate replacing k with 1k , and letting:
1
k
sin
θ
2
= sinφ (4.45)
Here, θ2 ∈ [−pi2 , pi2 ] as θ ∈ [−α, α], with α now being equal to pi. Now, θ2 plays the role of φ
in the previous section as the angle argument of the elliptic integral.
Recalling expressions (4.2) and (4.31) for the y coordinate, which still hold (see Appendix
A for explicit derivation):
y =
2v¯k
c
(1− cosφ) (4.46)
dy
ds
= v¯ sin θ (4.47)
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We can take the derivative of (4.46) with respect to θ to show:
dy
dθ
=
d
dθ
(
2v¯k
c
(1− cosφ))
)
= 0 +
d
dθ
−2v¯k
c
√
1−
(
1
k
)2
sin2
θ
2
 (4.48)
=
2v¯k
c
1
k2
sin θ
4
√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2) =
v¯ sin θ
2kc
√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 (4.49)
Combining with (4.47), we can write:
ds
dθ
=
dy
dθ
dy
ds
=
v¯ sin θ
2kc
√
1−( 1k )
2
sin θ
2
v¯ sin θ
=
1
2kc
√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 (4.50)
giving:
ds =
1
kc
d(θ/2)√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 (4.51)
and:
s =
1
kc
θ/2∫
0
d(θ/2)√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 =
1
kc
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
(4.52)
as the explicit expression for trajectory pathlength s.
We proceeded differently from §4.3.1 since we had assumed no bending moment at the end
of the trajectory, i.e. dθds = 0. For the nodal family of solutions, this is no longer the case.
The expression (4.18) must still hold, but it is less transparent to solve directly for the
constant C in this context.
For the x coordinate, recalling (4.2) and using the same substitution used in (4.32), com-
bined with (4.45) gives:
dx = v¯ cos θds = v¯(1− 2k2 sin2 φ)ds = v¯
(
1− 2 sin2 θ
2
)
ds (4.53)
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We can integrate with respect to θ/2:
x =
v¯
kc
θ/2∫
0
d(θ/2)√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 −
2v¯
kc
θ/2∫
0
(
sin2 θ2
)
d(θ/2)√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θ2 (4.54)
=
v¯
kc
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
− 2v¯k
c
[
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
− E
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)]
(4.55)
=
2v¯k
c
E
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
−
[
2v¯k
c
− v¯
kc
]
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
(4.56)
to give the explicit expression for the x coordinate. Finally, we can use the substitution
(4.45) in (4.46) to give the expression for the y coordinate:
y =
2v¯k
c
(1− cosφ) = 2v¯k
c
1−
√
1−
(
1
k
)2
sin
θ
2
 (4.57)
With (4.52), (4.57), and (4.56), we have explicit expressions for pathlength and Cartesian
coordinates for elastica where 1/k ∈ (0, 1).
To solve for the control values generating these curves, we again turn to Jacobi elliptic
functions [1]. In the nodal context, the following expression holds:
sin
θ
2
= sn
(cs
k
)
(4.58)
We can differentiate (4.58) with respect to θ:
1
2
cos
θ
2
dθ
ds
=
c
k
cn
(cs
k
)
dn
(cs
k
)
=
c
k
cos
(
am
cs
k
)
dn
(cs
k
)
=
c
k
cos
θ
2
dn
(cs
k
)
(4.59)
giving:
dθ
ds
=
2c
k
dn
(cs
k
)
(4.60)
where we use the fact for this family of solutions:
θ
2
= am
cs
k
(4.61)
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The final control value is then:
u(s) = −v¯2c
k
dn
(cs
k
)
(4.62)
where the factors of v¯ and −1 are as noted in Remarks 4.3.1, 4.3.2.
4.4 General Beam-Based Solutions
In sections §4.3.1 and §4.3.2 we limited the range of φ and θ2 between [0, pi/2], which corre-
spond to trajectories resembling Figures 4·2 and 4·3.
We need not be limited to solutions of this character, but can instead vary φ and θ2 over a
much larger range, which results in periodic trajectories (see Figures 4·4, 4·5), in which the
values of θ and dθds repeat the trajectory represented by the range [−pi/2, pi/2].
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Figure 4·4: Example of undulating elastica (n = 2)
For the sake of consistency with classical results [12], we will choose φ ∈ [−npi, φf ] as the
range of theta, in which n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...}, and |φf | ≤ pi/2.
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Figure 4·5: Example of nodal elastica (n = 2)
Using standard rules of elliptic integrals [1] we can recover the classical results in [12] for
the undulating family of solutions, and explicitly present the nodal equivalent, which has
not been shown previously.
4.4.1 Undulating General Beam Form
We begin by restating the expressions from §4.3.1:
s =
1
c
F (φ, k) (4.63)
x =
v¯
c
(2E(φ, k)− F (φ, k)) (4.64)
y =
2v¯k
c
(1− cosφ) (4.65)
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From standard elliptic integral identities [1], we have:
F (npi ± φ, k) = 2nK(k)± F (φ, k) (4.66)
E(npi ± φ, k) = 2nE(k)± E(φ, k) (4.67)
We want −npi to correspond to the end of the trajectory at the origin [x, y, θ]T = [0, 0, pi]T ,
we shift the results in the positive x direction so the negative factors of 2n become positive
(see Figure 2·3 for axes convention). The y coordinate alternates periodically, remaining
to one side of the x-axis. This is accounted for with absolute value and signum functions.
Plugging in −npi + φ and simplifying gives the final form as:
s =
1
c
(F (φ, k) + 2nK(k)) (4.68)
x =
v¯
c
(2E(φ, k)− F (φ, k) + 2n[2E(k)−K(k)]) (4.69)
y = sgn(yS)
2v¯k
c
|(−1)n − cosφ| (4.70)
where yS corresponds to the initial sign of the y coordinate.
4.4.2 Nodal General Beam Form
Restating the expressions from §4.3.2:
s =
1
kc
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
(4.71)
x =
2v¯k
c
E
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
−
[
2k
c
− 1
kc
]
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
(4.72)
y =
2v¯k
c
1−
√
1−
(
1
k
)2
sin
θ
2
 (4.73)
Following the same procedure of using elliptic integral identities (4.66) and (4.67), shifting
the x coordinate as in §4.4.1, and using the signum function to account for the alternating
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behavior of y, we plug in −npi + θ2 and conclude:
s =
1
kc
[
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
+ 2nK
(
1
k
)]
(4.74)
x =
2v¯k
c
(
E
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
−
(
1− 1
2k2
)
F
(
θ
2
,
1
k
)
+ 2n
[
E
(
1
k
)
−
(
1− 1
2k2
)
K
(
1
k
)])
(4.75)
y = sgn(yS)
2v¯k
c
1−
√
1−
(
1
k
)2
sin
θ
2
 (4.76)
where yS again corresponds to the initial sign of the y coordinate.
4.5 General Optimal Control Formulation
Having derived explicit forms for the two different families of elastica trajectory solutions
in terms of Cartesian coordinates based on nonlinear beams, we can generalize these solu-
tions to our optimal control context. We can then formulate an optimization problem to
incorporate our boundary conditions (§4.6). This generalization has not been previously
explored.
4.5.1 Generalization to Optimal Control Context
We generalize the beam-based approach to generate solutions between any two points in
[x, y, θ]T space for a given total trajectory path length S. By introducing an additional
variable f ∈ [0, 1), corresponding to a percentage of these beam elastica solutions to shift
and rotate, appropriate affine transformations can be made (see Figures 4·6 and 4·7). The
idea is to use a point along a given beam-based trajectory as the new target
(origin), and then shift and rotate the rest of the trajectory to accomplish this.
The value of f corresponds to selecting a beginning angle of a trajectory to use as the new
origin. The elastica solutions presented in §4.4 are parameterized in terms of angles φ and
θ/2, respectively. As described in §4.1, we are given boundary conditions for θ, correspond-
ing to current system heading, rotated in the WFF. Once the trajectory is shifted and
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rotated for a given f , the boundary condition for θ is used to find the x and y coordinates
for a particular elastica curve defined by k and f .
Mathematically, this is accomplished by subtracting the x and y coordinates for the new
origin defined by f from the x and y coordinates for the remainder of the trajectory. The
shifted x and y coordinates are then rotated such that the new origin is oriented at pi (see
§4.2). As a result of this subtraction, the terms involving complete elliptic integrals mul-
tiplied by n cancel from the expressions for x y, and S. To account for this cancellation,
the pathlength S used as an input argument to the corresponding guidance expressions will
need to be shifted, as described in §4.7.
The sgn(yS) terms in (4.70) and (4.76) no longer capture the two mirror solutions possible
from each family, and are replaced with ± in the expressions we derive. For a given trajec-
tory, there exists a twin trajectory, rotated through the plane out of the page (see Figure
4·8), which is captured by the ± signs.
This results in four different trajectory forms for the elastica solutions: two ± variants for
both the undulating and nodal families. (The case of k = 1 where the undulating and nodal
solutions are equivalent is ignored for real-time implementation for reasons made clear in
Appendix B.)
Since the trajectories are in terms of the elliptic modulus k and the shift-percentage f , we
cannot directly solve for a trajectory analytically. Rather, we formulate an optimization
problem to search over the four forms of possible trajectories to find suitable values for k
and f , and use them to calculate the control value for a given time step.
The explicit forms for the modified undulating and nodal trajectories are shown in §4.5.2
and §4.5.3, respectively.
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Figure 4·6: Example of undulating elastica, holding k = 0.7 constant and varying f . Solu-
tions corresponding to n = {0, 1, 2} are all possible as a result of varying f .
4.5.2 Undulating Optimal Control Form
φbegin = (n+ 0.5)fpi − npi (4.77)
θbegin = 2 arcsin(k sin(±(−1)nφbegin) (4.78)
θS,new = θS + θbegin mod 2pi (4.79)
φend = ±(−1)n arcsin
sin
(θS,new+pi)
2
k
(4.80)
c =
1
S
[F (φend, k)− F (φbegin, k)] (4.81)
[
xˆS,k,f,n
yˆS,k,f,n
]
= R(θbegin)
[
1
c (2E(φend, k)− F (φend, k)− 2E(φbegin, k) + F (φbegin, k))
±2kc (|(−1)n − cosφend| − |(−1)n − cosφbegin|)
]
(4.82)
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Figure 4·7: Example of nodal elastica, holding 1/k = 0.99 constant and varying f . As
f varies the trajectory changes drastically, indicative of the nonlinear behavior of this
formulation.
4.5.3 Nodal Optimal Control Form
θbegin
2
= (n+ 0.5)fpi − npi (4.83)
θbegin = ±2θbegin
2
(4.84)
θS,new = θS + θbegin mod 2pi − (1−±1)pi (4.85)
θend
2
=
1
2
(±θS,new − pi) (4.86)
c =
1
kS
[
(F
(
θend
2
,
1
k
)
− F
(
θbegin
2
,
1
k
)]
(4.87)
[
xˆS,k,f,n
yˆS,k,f,n
]
= R(θbegin)
2kc
[
E
(
θend
2 ,
1
k
)
− E
(
θbegin
2 ,
1
k
)
− (1− 1
2k2
) (
F
(
θend
2 ,
1
k
)
− F
(
θbegin
2 ,
1
k
))]
±2kc
[(
1−
√
1− ( 1k)2 sin θend2 )− (1−√1− ( 1k)2 sin θbegin2 )]

(4.88)
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Figure 4·8: Example of two mirror Undulating Elastica Trajectories with k = 0.7, f = 0.25.
Both trajectories are possible, resulting in four total trajectory sets: two each for both the
undulating and nodal families.
Where:
R(θbegin) =
[
cos θbegin − sin θbegin
sin θbegin cos θbegin
]
(4.89)
• F (., .) and E(., .) refer to incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds
• The shifts of ±pi in (4.80, 4.86) result from solving the problem backwards (see Remark
4.3.2)
• θS,new in (4.80) assumes θS,new ∈ (0, 2pi], and in (4.86) θS,new ∈ [0, 2pi] or [−2pi, 0),
which can be ensured using shifting the output of the MATLAB-style modulus oper-
ator to replace the return value of 0 with ±2pi.
• n ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, ...} is defined as in §4.4, corresponding to an integer multiple for the
number of loops in a trajectory. For values of n > 2, the trajectories satisfy the
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necessary optimality condition (4.15), but are clearly sub-optimal. We will fix n at
2 in practice for this reason. With the shifting factor f , solutions corresponding to
n = {0, 1, 2} are included in the available trajectory set.
• The factors of v¯ we have been carrying through are now dropped, since they cancel
with the v¯ terms built-in to pathlength S defined in (3.6), as noted in Remark 4.3.1.
4.6 Formal Optimization Problem Statement
Having derived expressions for the elastica trajectories which cannot be analytically solved,
we formulate an optimization problem to find the best trajectory at each time step.
For a given trajectory length S and wind fixed frame position xS = [xS , yS , θS ]
T :
minimize
k∈[0,1),f∈[0,1)
J = (xS − xˆS,k,f,n)2 + (yS − yˆS,k,f,n)2 (4.90)
subject to:
∣∣∣∣sin(θS,new − pi)2
)∣∣∣∣− k < 0 (4.91){
φ,
θ
2
}
begin
−
{
φ,
θ
2
}
end
< 0 (4.92)
where:
• The expressions for xˆS,k,f,n and yˆS,k,f,n are (4.82) and (4.88)
• The expressions for θS,new are (4.79) and (4.85)
• The expressions for {φ, θ2}{begin,end} are (4.77), (4.80), (4.83), and (4.86).
For the nodal solutions, replace k ∈ [0, 1) with 1k ∈ (0, 1) in the minimization argument for
(4.90).
As noted earlier, this statement defines four separate optimization problems corresponding
to the four versions of {xˆ, yˆ}S,k,f,n. Nonlinear constraint (4.91) is only needed for the two
undulating trajectories, while the constraints on φ and θ2 in (4.92) apply to the undulating
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and nodal trajectories, respectively.
Solving this problem constitutes finding the trajectory to steer the system described in (4.2)
from xS to x0 = [0, 0, pi]
T with pathlength S, satisfying necessary conditions of optimality
as defined in (4.15) for minimum control energy.
4.7 Explicit Guidance Expression
For a given time step, having found k and f numerically by solving the optimization problem
in §4.6, we can use (4.81) and (4.87) to solve for c, and the control values can be written
as:
u(s) = ∓v¯(2kc)cn(cs) (4.93)
for the undulating solutions, and
u(s) = ∓v¯2c
k
dn
(cs
k
)
(4.94)
for the nodal solutions.
Here s = [S + Sshifted : ∆s : 0], representing discretized steps towards the target. As a
result of shifting the solutions (described in §4.5.1), the pathlength argument s must be
properly adjusted for calculating control values:
Undulating:
Sshifted, undulating =
1
c
(2nK(k) + F (φbegin, k)) (4.95)
Nodal:
Sshifted, nodal =
1
kc
(
2nK(k) + F
(
θbegin
2
,
1
k
))
(4.96)
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The ∓ sign results from running the problem backwards, as noted in Remark 4.3.2. The
factor of v¯ is as noted in Remark 4.3.1.
Collectively, the algorithm composed of, for each time step:
• Generating a WFF
• Solving the four problems in (4.90) for the best choice of k and f
• Using the guidance commands (4.93) and (4.94)
is referred to as Elastica Guidance (EG). Sections 4.8 and 4.9 describe implementation in
MATLAB and Draper Airdrop simulation environment written in C (§2.4.1).
4.8 MATLAB Implementation and Results
With the optimization problem formulated in §4.6 and the explicit guidance expression in
§4.7, EG is implemented and tested in the MATLAB simulation described in §3.3.
For direct comparison with results in §3.5, EG is tested using the constant 35 knot wind
and shifting wind cases (Figures 3·1 and 3·2). The results for the constant wind case are
shown in Figures 4·9, 4·10, and 4·11. The shifting wind results are shown in Figures 4·12
and 4·13. For comparison, the WFF path described in §3.1.2 and WFF Homing solutions
from §3.5 are shown as well.
Given the nonlinear and piece-wise defined nature of the formulation, a direct grid evalua-
tion of (4.90) over values of k and f (20x30) is performed at each step to identify feasible
initial conditions for each of the four optimizations. Once the best feasible solution is found,
the four optimizations are carried out using the MATLAB function fmincon with the se-
quential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm.
Since EG seeks to minimize control energy, different initial headings will generate different
trajectories from the same Cartesian starting location. This is shown in Figures 4·9 and
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Figure 4·9: Constant 35 kt wind 3D trajectory plot comparing 2 guidance laws (EG, WFF
Homing) using truth wind predictions (3D-MATLAB Sim). EG1 and EG2 represent differ-
ent initial headings, resulting in different trajectories.
4·10, with the plots labeled EG1 and EG2 representing different initial headings. This will
be elaborated upon in §4.13.
Even without SQP optimization, using only the best result from the grid evaluation of
(4.90), reasonable results are obtained. In Figures 4·12 and 4·13, the plot labeled EG2 is
not the result of different boundary conditions, but rather the result of using grid evalua-
tion only to generate a trajectory. Note the control history for EG1 (generated with the
grid and SQP optimization) is smoother than EG2, however (Figure 4·16). While using the
standalone grid method produces a reasonable trajectory, the control effort used is greater
than if SQP optimization is used as well. This will be relevant in §4.13.
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Figure 4·10: Constant 35 kt wind groundtracks comparing 2 guidance laws (EG, WFF Hom-
ing) using truth wind predictions (2D-MATLAB Sim). EG1 and EG2 represent different
initial headings, resulting in different trajectories.
Figures 4·14 and 4·15 show solutions for the last 100 iterations of EG1 and EG2 trajectories
shown in Figures 4·12 and 4·13. The solutions are fairly consistent from one step to another
as the system approaches the target for both.
The capability of a small grid evaluation to produce acceptable trajectories points to the
suitability of this problem formulation: reasonable heading rate commands and trajectories
can be achieved even without full-scale optimization of (4.90).
Each trajectory generated by EG is formed from a combination of the four possible solution
families (§4.6). Figure 4·17 shows a histogram of solution family distribution for each of
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Figure 4·11: EG groundtracks in constant 35 kt wind with arrows showing heading (2D).
Both trajectories land into the wind.
the EG trajectories presented in this section. Within a single trajectory one family often
dominates, but across multiple trajectories the distribution is roughly even.
In MATLAB, the EG algorithm is capable of generating solutions from different boundary
conditions in different wind cases. Tested using the simplified dynamics described in §3.3,
control lag included, EG consistently reaches the origin with desired terminal heading with
excellent (≈ 1 meter) accuracy and smooth control inputs. By contrast, WFF Homing is
never able to achieve less than ≈ 35 meter accuracy in MATLAB (§3.5), and lacks terminal
heading specification. For purposes of homing and energy management these differences
are of limited significance, but for future investigation EG presents intriguing possibilities
(discussed in §5.1).
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Figure 4·12: Shifting wind 3D trajectories comparing 2 guidance laws (EG, WFF Homing)
using truth wind predictions (3D-MATLAB Sim). Here, EG1 and EG2 represent the same
initial headings, but EG2 is generated using grid optimization only, demonstrating
the feasibility of a grid-only approach.
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Figure 4·13: Shifting wind groundtracks comparing 2 guidance laws (EG, WFF Homing)
using truth wind predictions (2D-MATLAB Sim). Here, EG1 and EG2 represent the same
initial headings, but EG2 is generated using grid optimization only, demonstrating
the feasibility of a grid-only approach.
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Figure 4·14: Shifting wind, last 100 solutions for EG1. Thick circles represent system
location where corresponding solution generated. With SQP optimization, trajectories are
continually adjusted as the system gets closer to the target.
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Figure 4·15: Shifting wind last 100 solutions for EG2. Thick circles represent system
location when corresponding solution generated. This demonstrates the relatively consistent
solutions generated by the grid-only approach.
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Figure 4·16: EG compared to WFF Homing typical control commands in shifting winds
(Figures 4·12 and 4·13). EG2 is generated using grid optimization only, and has much
greater control effort than EG1. The implications of this will reverberate in the C simula-
tion, discussed in §4.13. Also note the behavior of WFF Homing–the circling behavior can
be seen below 1000 m AGL.
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Figure 4·17: Histogram of EG solution family distribution. Within a single trajectory one
family often dominates, but across multiple trajectories the distribution is roughly even.
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4.9 Draper Airdrop Simulation Implementation: Problem Modification
The success of §4.8 motivated proof-of-concept EG implementation in the Draper Airdrop
simulation environment, to be tested with the more involved dynamics simulation described
in §2.4.1. Based on the MATLAB results discussed in §4.8, only the grid evaluation method
is implemented, to be augmented with a more sophisticated optimizer in the future. For
direct comparison with the other algorithms presented, EG hands off to BLG for terminal
guidance (§2.4.1).
In the Draper simulation implementation, a number of new issues emerged, necessitating
algorithm modification. Similar to the issues faced in §2.3.1, switching between the four
different solutions from one time step to the next leads to undesirable chatter in the com-
manded heading rate. As discussed in §2.4.1, the Draper simulation is based on full 6
DOF equations of motion, including aerodynamic effects and control delay, as opposed to
the simple unicycle-like dynamics of the MATLAB simulation (see §3.3). The chattering
behavior could not be replicated in the lower fidelity MATLAB simulation by introducing
large control delay, pointing to the higher order effects as the culprit.
To address this, the cost function in §4.6 is augmented with additional terms to give:
J2 = J1 + α∆u
2(s) + βu2(s) (4.97)
where J1 is (4.90), the two-dimensional geometric distance from the target squared, and α
and β are tuning constants.
This modification ensures the solution chosen from one time step to the next results in rela-
tively smooth control signals (by minimizing ∆u2(s)), and avoids sustained periods of large
control signals (by minimizing u2(s)). This modification reduces control chatter resulting
from switching between the four different solutions, and is consistent with the spirit of the
original problem formulation in §4.2: control effort minimization in the pursuit of relatively
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smooth trajectories.
By augmenting these terms, geometric distance is no longer the sole metric for finding the
best solution. This modification did produce smoother control commands and trajectories,
but degraded miss performance statistically.
An additional modification is introduced to address the limitations of the grid method.
In the scenario where the grid does not produce a solution below a certain threshold, the
algorithm will revert to WFF Homing (§3.4) for the current step, ensuring the system does
not embark on what it itself has identified as a poor trajectory. With this threshold set
at 200 meters, this allows the EG algorithm to run normally most of the time, with WFF
Homing interceding only at critical moments.
With these modifications in place, acceptable results are achieved in C as well, and will be
denoted as EG+WFF Homing in results plots. The results of these modifications justify
their introduction.
4.10 C Simulation Results
To test the performance of the EG+WFF Homing strategy described in §4.9, Monte Carlo
simulations are performed in the Draper Airdrop simulation environment (§2.4.1). The
test cases of interest include the three from §3.6: (1) shifting winds (Figure 3·2), (2) high
tailwinds (Figure 3·1), and (3) standard test winds (§2.4.3).
4.10.1 Design Case: Shifting Winds
MC experiments are run using shifting winds with lightweight systems. An example of a
typical trajectory is shown in Figure 4·18. The statistical results are shown in Figures 4·19
and 4·20.
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Figure 4·18: Typical trajectory of EG+WFF homing guidance in shifting wind. Notice the
large smooth sections, reminiscent of Figures 4·12 and 4·13. WFF Homing intercedes to
ensure the trajectory remains near the WFF path.
EG+WFF Homing performs well in the case of shifting winds when truth wind knowledge
is available, and does reasonably well with only exponential prediction as well, improving
miss performance over both backing in and baseline performance.
4.10.2 Constant 35 Knot Winds
MC experiments are run using constant 35 knot winds with lightweight systems. An ex-
ample of a typical trajectory is shown in Figure 4·21. The statistical results are shown in
Figures 4·22 and 4·23.
The EG+WFF Homing strategy performs well in the case of lightweight systems in high
tailwinds. With only current-altitude wind estimates, the strategy still does well, signifi-
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Figure 4·19: Shifting winds comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF Hom-
ing, baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth).
EG+WFF Homing presents another WFF-based method which performs better than back-
ing in and baseline, even with only exponential wind prediction. In the case of truth winds,
it performs comparably with WFF Homing alone.
cantly better than baseline guidance.
Currently, EG+WFF Homing hands off to BLG at the same terminal heading BLG is aiming
for. Additional tuning could likely be done to improve this transition, further improving
performance.
4.10.3 Standard Test Winds
MC experiments are run using the standard Draper test winds set (see §2.4.3), using the
full system weight range.
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Figure 4·20: Shifting winds comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF Homing,
baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth).
EG+WFF Homing has comparable performance to WFF Homing alone in the case of truth
winds, and is superior to baseline and backing in in the case of exponential prediction as
well.
The statistical results are shown in Figures 4·24 and 4·25. This confirms the ability of
EG+WFF Homing strategy to do no harm during standard wind and weight conditions,
and improve performance when perfect wind knowledge is available.
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Figure 4·21: Typical trajectory of EG+WFF Homing guidance in constant 35 kt wind.
Reminiscent of Figures 4·9 and 4·10. BLG terminal guidance is not set up very well (see
explanation of Figure 3·11), and could likely be tuned to improve final miss.
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Figure 4·22: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF
Homing, baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction,
truth). EG+WFF Homing is another example of using the WFF to improve performance
significantly over baseline.
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Figure 4·23: Constant 35 kt wind comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF
Homing, baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction,
truth). EG+WFF Homing again performs similarly to WFF Homing alone, representing
improvements over baseline and backing in in the case of exponential prediction wind.
Backing in performs best in the case of truth wind for reasons discussed in Figure 3·11 and
3·12
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Figure 4·24: Standard winds comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF Homing,
baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth).
Performance in standard winds for all algorithms presented, including EG+WFF Homing,
essentially matches baseline accuracy.
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Figure 4·25: Standard winds comparing 4 guidance laws (EG+WFF Homing, WFF Homing,
baseline+backing in, baseline) using 2 wind predictions (exponential prediction, truth).
EG+WFF Homing, despite working differently from the other algorithm presenteds, still
passes the mostly do no harm litmus test in standard winds, even with only exponential
prediction, excepting the 98th percentile.
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4.11 Algorithm Limitations
The computational overhead of grid-evaluating (4.90) for each of the four trajectory possi-
bilities, followed by SQP optimization, at each time step, is substantial.Each evaluation of
(4.90) requires multiple computations of elliptic integrals. Carlson’s numerical algorithms
[8] are used to calculate elliptic integrals for maximum accuracy, rather than computational
efficiency. This accuracy could be relaxed to improve computation time. Currently, in both
MATLAB and the Draper simulation environment, the EG algorithm is capable of running
in real time.
A significant limitation of the EG algorithm is its limited application to problems involving
more complex dynamics than (4.2). As evidenced by the modifications needed to perform
reasonably well for the Draper simulation implementation (§4.9), the addition of more
realistic system dynamics degrades performance.
4.12 Results with Previous Navigation-Estimated Winds
In the preceding sections, results have been shown using both at-altitude navigation with
exponential prediction, and truth wind knowledge. These can be thought of as forming
lower and upper bounds on performance. A logical question arises: how well will the algo-
rithms perform using more realistic look ahead wind prediction? This is examined using a
wind estimate from a simulated heavier system which previously encountered the same wind.
Monte Carlo runs are performed using a single shifting wind file (ffDL-044-879), and the re-
sults of using navigation estimated winds are compared to both exponential prediction and
truth winds. Statistical results are shown grouped by guidance algorithm in Figures 4·26,
4·27, 4·28, and 4·29. Figures 4·30 and 4·31 show the combined results. The salient feature
of these results is navigation estimated winds generate performance comparable to truth
winds. This demonstrates the gains shown using WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing are
achievable with realistic look-ahead wind knowledge.
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To further investigate performance using shared winds, a typical test is examined more
closely to compare (1) trajectories, (2) control sequences, and (3) switching behavior be-
tween EG and WFF Homing.
Considering typical trajectories, shared navigation results look similar to truth for both
WFF Homing (compare Figures 3·8 and 4·32) and EG+WFF Homing (compare Figures
4·18 and 4·34). This is in stark contrast to the trajectories generated by exponential pre-
diction winds (Figures 4·33 and 4·35).
Looking at the control sequences corresponding to these typical trajectories, the behavior of
both WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing with navigation estimated winds is also similar
to truth (Figures 4·36 and 4·37), as opposed to exponential prediction (Figure 4·38). Both
WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing exhibit significant control chatter when only limited
wind knowledge is available. This is not surprising: both algorithms assume reliable wind
information is available and changes little from one step to the next. Effectively, a very
different problem is encountered at each time step with only exponential prediction, causing
difficulties. It some cases of exponential prediction, EG+WFF Homing actually drives the
controller unstable, whereas with navigation estimated winds this behavior is not observed.
To address some of these control issues for future implementation, adaptive control schemes
are investigated and compared (Appendix C).
In Figure 4·39, the switching behavior for EG+WFF Homing between using EG and WFF
Homing is shown for the 3 wind predictions methods (truth, shared navigation, exponen-
tial prediction), corresponding to trajectories shown in Figures 4·18, 4·34, and 4·35. Both
cases of truth and shared navigation show extended periods of using EG without relying
on WFF Homing. In contrast, in the case of exponential prediction, EG is interrupted more.
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Consistent with miss statistics, it is clear using shared navigation winds provides most of
the capabilities of truth winds, and represents a significant improvement over exponential
predicted winds for using WFF-based algorithms.
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Figure 4·26: Shifting wind comparison baseline guidance using 3 wind predictions (shared
navigation, exponential prediction, truth). Baseline performance is not significantly im-
proved by either truth or shared navigation.
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Figure 4·27: Shifting wind comparison baseline+backing in guidance using 3 wind predic-
tions (shared navigation, exponential prediction, truth). Backing in is improved a similar
amount with truth and shared navigation winds.
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Figure 4·28: Shifting wind comparison of WFF Homing guidance using 3 wind predictions
(shared navigation, exponential prediction, truth). Shared navigation winds provide nearly
all the performance gains of truth winds for WFF Homing.
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Figure 4·29: Shifting wind comparison of EG+WFF Homing guidance using 3 wind predic-
tions (shared navigation, exponential prediction, truth). Shared navigation winds provide
nearly all the performance gains of truth winds for EG+WFF Homing.
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Figure 4·30: Shifting wind comparison of 4 guidance algorithms (EG+WFF Homing, WFF
Homing, baseline+backing in, baseline) using 3 wind predictions (shared navigation, ex-
ponential prediction, truth). Shared navigation winds provide nearly all the performance
gains of truth winds, demonstrating WFF-based algorithms should work as expected in
future deployment as wind estimation improves.
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Figure 4·31: Shifting wind comparison of 4 guidance algorithms (EG+WFF Homing, WFF
Homing, baseline+backing in, baseline) using 3 wind predictions (shared navigation, expo-
nential prediction, truth). With exponential prediction and truth winds providing lower and
upper bounds on performance, nav estimated winds from another system represent realistic
wind knowledge available in the future. Performance indicates nav estimated winds are as
good as truth winds.
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Figure 4·32: Typical trajectory of WFF Homing guidance in shifting wind (shared naviga-
tion). Reminiscent of Figure 3·5 and truth wind (Figure 3·8), WFF Homing steers to the
WFF path, then circles around it, and sets up terminal guidance nicely, having anticipated
and counteracted the shifting wind by remaining Southward.
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Figure 4·33: Typical trajectory of WFF Homing guidance in shifting wind (exponential
prediction). The choppiness of the trajectory reflects the lack of reliable WFF.
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Figure 4·34: Typical trajectory of EG+WFF Homing guidance in shifting wind (shared
navigation). Notice the large smooth sections, reminiscent of Figures 4·12 and 4·13 and
similar to truth wind case (Figure 4·18). WFF Homing intercedes to ensure the trajectory
remains near the WFF path.
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Figure 4·35: Typical trajectory of EG+WFF Homing guidance in shifting wind (exponential
prediction). The choppiness of the trajectory reflects the lack of reliable WFF.
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Figure 4·36: Heading rate control comparison of WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing
(Truth). The spikes in the EG+WFF Homing curve correspond to moments when WFF
Homing takes over for one step. The control sequences correspond to trajectories depicted
in Figures 4·18 and 3·8.
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Figure 4·37: Heading rate control comparison of WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing
(Shared Nav). The character of both algorithms using using previously estimated winds is
comparable to truth, encouraging the development of better wind estimation in the future.
The control sequences correspond to trajectories depicted in Figures 4·34 and 4·32.
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Figure 4·38: Heading rate control comparison of WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing
(exponential prediction). Both WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing exhibit significant
control chatter. Although both perform well in terms of statistical miss accuracy in these
cases, it would be unwise to field these algorithms with no look ahead wind knowledge. The
control sequences correspond to trajectories depicted in Figures 4·35 and 4·33.
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Figure 4·39: EG+WFF Homing Switching (ffDL-879-974). Both truth and shared naviga-
tion winds run EG for extended periods of time, whereas exponential prediction switches
far more often to WFF Homing. This reflects the difficulties of a changing WFF on EG
path planning–the more consistent the wind estimate, the more likely EG is able to work
properly. From top to bottom, the plots correspond to the trajectories depicted in Figures
4·18, 4·34, and 4·35.
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4.13 Control Energy Comparison
A motivation for pursuing EG is the desire to optimize control energy use. To examine this,
the following metrics are introduced:
• Root Mean Square (RMS) of control energy over the course of a test, defined as:√
1
Ti
uTi ui (4.98)
where ui and Ti are the control history vector and vector length, respectively.
• Maximum control magnitude over the course of a flight, defined as:
max||ui|| (4.99)
These metrics are computed and compared for the Monte Carlos experiments conducted in
the Draper simulator. WFF Homing and EG+WFF Homing for the cases of truth wind
knowledge are compared during the portions of each flight when they are engaged. The
RMS and maximum control magnitude ratios of (EG+WFF Homing)/(WFF Homing) are
computed for (1) Standard Winds, (2) Constant 35 kt Winds, (3) Shifting Winds (ffDL-
044), and (4) one shifting wind (ffDL-044-879).
The means and medians of these ratios are reported in Table 4.1. Values less than one in-
dicate less control effort used by EG+WFF Homing, while values greater than one indicate
the opposite.
The data do not give a clear result one way or the other regarding the advantages of using
EG+WFF Homing. This is largely due to the blended nature of the EG+WFF Homing
(§4.9). During portions of the flight when only the EG strategy is used, the control effort
is relatively small and smooth. However, every time the algorithm reverts to WFF Homing
for one step, a large control spike is introduced.
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EG/WFF Homing RMS Max
Wind Case Mean Median Mean Median
Standard Winds 1.3261 1.1674 1.0142 0.9278
Constant Wind 1.5167 1.2803 1.5096 1
Shifting Winds (044) 0.9758 0.9176 0.8996 0.8959
Shifting Wind (044-879) 1.0549 1.0171 1.0199 1
Table 4.1: Control energy comparison
Furthermore, as demonstrated in Figure 4·16, use of an optimizer after the initial grid
evaluation results in smoother control sequences, and would likely have similar effects in C,
giving a clearer result in favor of EG in control energy minimization.
Chapter 5
Future Work and Conclusion
5.1 Future Work
As noted in §4.8, EG presents a number of intriguing possibilities for future work. EG may
be useful as an intermediate algorithm between WFF Homing and terminal guidance, and
perhaps capable of terminal guidance itself. Future improvements in control (investigated
in Appendix C) may improve EG performance as well.
While not explicitly pursued here, obstacle avoidance could be augmented to the EG al-
gorithm. Each solution generated corresponds to a trajectory which could be sampled to
identify whether it comes too close to known obstacles. The cost function (4.90) or §4.97
could be augmented with an additional term, composed of a weighting multiplied by the
proximity of a trajectory to an obstacle.
5.2 Conclusion
This thesis represents a reconsideration of the classic paradigm of parafoil guidance, moti-
vated by high wind mitigation. In order to maximize the target reaching capabilities of a
system affected by high winds, guidance which makes use of all available wind information
early in flight is a sensible idea.
Three main algorithms have been presented, representing different approaches to wind miti-
gation. The first (§2.3) assumes limited wind knowledge and relies on a sequence of necessary
conditions to deviate from usual parafoil guidance. The second (§3.4) harnesses the power
of the wind fixed frame to blend the stages of homing and energy management, while re-
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Algorithm
Wind Knowledge Backing in WFF Homing EG+WFF Homing
Exponential
Prediction
3
Good in tail
wind
No degradation
in normal wind
Ineffective in
shifting wind
5
Better in tail
and shifting
wind
No degradation
in normal wind
Control chatter
6
Better in tail
and shifting
wind
No degradation
in normal wind
Control chatter
Shared Nav
Estimate
X
Excellent in tail
winds only
Still ineffective
in shifting wind
3
Excellent in all
winds
Smooth controls
Circling
X
Excellent in all
winds
Smooth controls
CPU intensive
Truth X
Excellent in tail
winds only
Still ineffective
in shifting wind
3
Excellent in all
winds
Smooth controls
Circling
X
Excellent in all
winds
Smooth controls
CPU intensive
Table 5.1: Wind mitigation method summary comparison with different wind knowledge
taining the spirit of both. The third (§4.5) uses the transformation of the wind fixed frame
to construct an optimal control type trajectory. As implemented, all three demonstrate
significant improvements over baseline flight code in high winds, and negligible effects in
standard winds. The second and third approaches are theoretically capable of counteracting
any kind of wind, assuming some knowledge is available. The third method represents a
novel approach to solving for optimal control trajectories.
WFF Homing appears to be the best choice for high wind mitigation in cases with more
extensive wind information. In cases with more limited knowledge, WFF Homing produces
results statistically better than backing in, but its control performance may be undesirable.
A summary of the different methods in different cases of wind knowledge is shown in Table
5.1, with mean performance improvement for recommended algorithms shown in Table 5.2.
Much work has been expended in improving wind estimation, using additional sensors
including vision and LIDAR to supplement GPS on the Draper guided airdrop project.
This thesis represents an effort to design guidance algorithms capable of more fully using
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Algorithm
Wind Case (Knowledge) Backing in WFF Homing EG+WFF Homing
Tailwind (Exp Pred) ∼ 70% ∼ 90% ∼ 75%
Tailwind (Truth) ∼ 98% ∼ 85% ∼ 85%
Shifting Wind (Exp Pred) ∼ 35% ∼ 80% ∼ 80%
Shifting Wind (Shared Nav) ∼ 35% ∼ 90% ∼ 90%
Shifting Wind (Truth) ∼ 40% ∼ 95% ∼ 95%
Table 5.2: Wind Mitigation mean improvement % over baseline guidance in different wind
scenarios with different wind knowledge. The bold numbers represent performance using the
recommended algorithm for each scenario. As shown in Table 5.1, recommended algorithms
achieves good miss improvement with acceptable control commands. Results for shifting
wind are from experiments in §4.12.
this information.
Appendix A
Alternate derivation of y coordinate equation for
elastica
Alternate derivation of y coordinate equation, reproduced from [12].
Figure A·1: Beam bending from applied force P . Using an actual beam formulation gives
a more general formula for the y elastica coordinate, at the expense of simplicity.
Considering a trajectory as an energy minimizing curve in the spirit of the classical elastica
(see Figure A·1) we can write the bending moment from a force at the end of a clamped
beam as:
M = −Py = EI
r
(A.1)
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where E, I, and P correspond to particular material, inertial, and force constants, respec-
tively, and r is the radius of curvature.
Before proceeding, it is worth demonstrating this expression is equivalent to the pendulum-
like equation earlier (4.15) (following development of [28]). The curvature of the bar, de-
noted here by 1r is equivalent to
dθ
ds , allowing us to write:
−Py = EI dθ
ds
(A.2)
Using the relation dyds = v¯ sin θ (4.2) and differentiating with respect to s gives:
EI
d2θ
ds2
= −P dy
ds
= −P v¯ sin θ (A.3)
Integrating with respect to θ gives:∫
d2θ
ds2
dθ
ds
ds =
1
2
∫
d
ds
(
dθ
ds
)2
ds = −c2
∫
sin θdθ (A.4)
where c2 = P v¯EI . Carrying out the integration gives:
1
2
(
dθ
ds
)2
= c2 cos θ + C (A.5)
recovering the pendulum-like equation (4.15) from §4.2.
Proceeding from (A.1):
y = −EI
Pr
= − 1
c2r
= − d
2y/dx2
c2[1 + (dy/dx)2]3/2
(A.6)
where we use the standard expression for (1/r) in Cartesian coordinates. Introducing the
integration substitution z = dydx and multiplying both sides by dx gives:
ydx = −
dz
dx
c2[1 + (z)2]3/2
dx = − dz
c2[1 + (z)2]3/2
= − 1
2z
du
c2u3/2
(A.7)
where the last step comes from making the substitution u = (1 + z2), and du = 2zdz.
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Shifting 2z over to the other side and simplifying gives:
ydx(2z) = ydx
(
2
dy
dx
)
= 2ydy (A.8)
Integrating both sides gives:
y2 + C =
2
c2u1/2
=
2
c2[1 + z2]1/2
=
2
c2[1 + (dy/dx)2]1/2
(A.9)
so:
y2 =
2
c2[1 + (dy/dx)2]1/2
+ C (A.10)
From (4.2), dxds = v¯ cos θ, and
dy
ds = v¯ sin θ, so:
dy
dx
=
dy
dθ
dx
dθ
= tan θ (A.11)
Using this to simplify the denominator of (A.10)
[1 + (dy/dx)2]1/2 =
√
1 + tan2 θ =
√
1
cos2 θ
(cos2 θ + sin2 θ) =
1
cos θ
(A.12)
allows us to rewrite (A.10):
y2 =
2
c2
cos θ + C =
2
c2
(1− 2 sin2(θ/2)) + C (A.13)
Introducing the new term h defined as:
h2 =
2
c2
+ C (A.14)
allows us to rewrite (A.13):
y2 = h2 − 4
c2
sin2(θ/2) (A.15)
Looking at Figure A·1, θ = 0 corresponds to y = h, so the solution for y depends on the
relationship between h and c. To make this more transparent, since h2 includes a constant
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term, let
h2 =
4k2
c2
(A.16)
so:
y2 =
4
c2
(k2 − sin2(θ/2)) (A.17)
Recalling the substitution (4.21) introduced earlier to pose the problem in the standard
elliptic integral form for the undulating solutions:
sin
θ
2
= k sinφ (A.18)
we can rewrite (A.17) as:
y2 =
4
c2
(k2 − k2 sin2 φ) = 4k
2
c2
cosφ (A.19)
or, taking square roots:
y = ±2k
c
cosφ (A.20)
Note (A.20) is equivalent to the y expression for undulating solutions (4.31) shifted from
the origin.
The advantage of this derivation is everything holds for nodal trajectories as well, using the
substitution 1k sin
θ
2 = sinφ. The preceding expression assumed nothing about the value of
k, and (A.17) can be manipulated differently as warranted:
y2 =
4
c2
(k2 − sin2(θ/2)) = 4k
2
c2
(
1− 1
k2
sin2
θ
2
)
(A.21)
which can be simplified to give:
y2 =
4k2
c2
cosφ (A.22)
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and
y = ±2k
c
cosφ (A.23)
confirming the expression for y is identical for both undulating and nodal trajectories
(§4.3.2).
This derivation assumes the curvature of the trajectory corresponds to moving with unity
velocity along the curve, and it is trivial to scale the constant c to reflect the average
parametric airspeed (v¯) from (4.2) for our system:
y =
2v¯k
c
cosφ (A.24)
This expression can also be shifted such that y = 0 corresponds to φ = −npi, which gives
rise to the expressions for y in (4.31) and (4.57).
Appendix B
The Special Case of k = 1
The case of k = 1 is special for a number of reasons.
It is the missing link between the undulating and the nodal families of solutions–plugging
in k = 1 into both sets of equations ((4.25), (4.31), (4.35) and (4.52), (4.57), (4.56)) reveals
they are, in fact, identical. In order to see this in the general form, one must let n = 0, for
reasons described presently.
The forms of dθds , the corresponding control values, become identical as well, by using stan-
dard identities for Jacobi elliptic functions where k = 1 [1]:
cn(u) = sech(u) (B.1)
dn(u) = sech(u) (B.2)
Recalling the control expressions (4.43) and (4.62) :
Undulating:
dθ
ds
= 2kccn(cs) = 2csech(cs) (B.3)
Nodal:
dθ
ds
=
2c
k
dn
cs
k
= 2csech(cs) (B.4)
demonstrates they are identical.
Carrying out the process of plugging k = 1 into the undulating expressions (4.25), (4.31),
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and (4.35) for φ ∈ [0, pi/2] gives:
s =
1
c
pi/2∫
0
dφ√
1− sin2 φ
=
1
c
pi/2∫
0
secφdφ (B.5)
=
1
c
ln | sec(pi/2) + tan(pi/2)| − 0 =∞ (B.6)
x =
v¯
c
pi/2∫
0
dφ√
1− sin2 φ
− 2v¯
c
pi/2∫
0
sin2 φdφ√
1− sin2 φ
= −∞ (B.7)
y =
2v¯k
c
(B.8)
The case of k = 1 can only have n = 0, as it has infinite pathlength and x coordinate as φ
runs towards pi/2, as well as −pi/2, by symmetry. Interestingly, the y coordinate remains
finite.
As a final note, the expression for a generic pathlength s is [12]:
s =
1
c
φ∫
0
secφdφ =
1
c
ln | tan(φ/2) + pi/4)| = 1
c
λ(φ) (B.9)
where λ(φ) is the inverse function of the Gudermannian of ks, written as gdks.
The special case of k = 1 is interesting in mathematically connecting the undulating and
nodal families of elastica solutions. Its infinite path length and x coordinate as the angle
argument approaches ±pi/2 limits its practical usefulness, however.
Appendix C
L1 Adaptive Control
C.1 Background and Motivation
C.1.1 Challenges
Guided parafoil systems lacking propulsion pose significant control challenges. When high
winds prevail, landing accurately is more challenging, and guidance strategies such as those
presented in Chapter 4 demand control signals be kept stable in the face of noise and
uncertain dynamics. Larger systems (on the order of 10,000 lbs) present additional hurdles.
The major control issues include:
• Presence of unstable aerodynamic mode (dutch-roll) at low frequency
• Presence of large motor lag, varying from system to system as a result of fatigue,
hardware changes, etc.
• Motor saturation
• More prominent non-minimum phase behavior than smaller systems
• Operational constraints dictate fewer flight tests for system identification–each system
takes on the order of days to rig
There is interest in investigating adaptive control to address some these challenges. The
contribution of this appendix is a fully discrete-time L1 implementation, tested
at low sampling rates (10Hz) as compared to conventional and adaptive pole
placement control of a guided parafoil system.
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C.1.2 Control Requirements
Given these challenges, achieving “perfect” tracking is less critical than maintaining system
stability. In this context, ensuring control signals do not contain frequency content too near
or above the naturally unstable dutch-roll is crucial. If this mode is excited, the system re-
sponds drastically differently from the nominal model. In an adaptive control context, this
is especially problematic, given the large transients and high frequency commands generally
associated with adaptive schemes.
In this context, filtering the control signal, and trying to separate the high frequency adap-
tive estimators from directly entering the system is desirable. A relatively recent method,
referred to as L1 adaptive, is designed with just such considerations, and presents an inter-
esting alternative to more conventional adaptive schemes.
This study will consider L1 adaptive control, as compared with both conventional adaptive
control, as well as non-adaptive control, in tracking representative signals for a large parafoil
system.
C.2 System Description
The toggle-command to heading rate of a large parafoil system (henceforth 10K) can be
modeled as a linear time-invariant (LTI) system of the form:
A(s) =
(s+ a)(s+ b)
(s+ c)(s2 + 2ζAωA + ω2A)
(C.1)
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Reasonably generic values for the constants are:
a ≈ 0.35
b ≈ −1.44
c ≈ 0.23
ωA ≈ 2pi
10
ζA ≈ 0.19
(C.2)
The dutch-roll mode is captured in the underdamped system of frequency ωA. While the
value of ωA is known to be reasonably accurate, system identification for the other values
vary significantly from one flight to another.
C.3 L1 Adaptive
A method referred to as L1 adaptive control is a relatively recent development in the
literature, and has developed as a result of considerations similar to those posed above:
“protecting” systems from the transient behavior characteristic of most adaptive strategies
by using filtering. A full treatment of L1 is beyond the scope of the present discussion, but
the essential features will be reviewed. We will focus on the output-feedback formulation
of L1 control. Sections C.3.1 and C.3.2 are reproduced from Chapter 4 of [15].
C.3.1 Problem Formulation
Consider the following single-input single-output (SISO) plant:
y(s) = A(S)(u(s) + d(s)) (C.3)
where u(s), y(s), and d(s) are scalars corresponding to system input, output, and dis-
turbance. A(s) is a strictly-proper unknown system, and the time domain version of the
disturbance d(t, y) is Lipschitz continuous:
|d(t, y1)− d(t, y2)| ≤ L|y1 − y2|, |d(t, y)| ≤ L|y|+ L0 (C.4)
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for arbitrarily large L > 0 and L0 > 0.
The objective is to track a bounded reference input r(t) following an ideal reference plant
model M(s), which is a strictly proper minimum phase stable transfer function.
The system (C.3) can be rewritten as:
y(s) = M(s)(u(s) + σ(s)) (C.5)
σ(s) =
(A(s)−M(s))u(s) +A(s)d(s)
M(s)
(C.6)
Where the σ(s) term lumps together both the unknown plant dynamics and disturbance.
In the time domain this can be represented as a minimal, controllable, observable, stable
system:
x˙(t) = Amx(t) +Bm(u(t) + σ(t)), x(t) = 0
y(t) = Cmx(t)
(C.7)
where x ∈ Rn.
The role of the control u(s) will be to cancel out all these uncertainties, and to do so with
bounded transient behavior. A natural choice of control form is:
u(s) = C(s)(r(s)− σ(s)) (C.8)
where C(s) is a stable filter with unity gain to be chosen. Some manipulation enables
writing (C.3) in yet another way:
y(s) = H(s) (C(s)r(s) + (1− C(s))d(s)) (C.9)
where
H(s) =
A(s)M(s)
C(s)A(s) + (1− C(s))M(s) (C.10)
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is stable and strictly proper, and an L1-norm condition is satisfied (hence the name):
‖H(s)(1− C(s))‖L1L = ‖G(s)‖L1L < 1 (C.11)
From the structure of (C.9), it is clear the choice of u(s) in the form of (C.8) means the
closed loop system will not match the “ideal” reference model M(s) perfectly, but will
rather represent a filtered version. We will refer to this system, where the uncertainty is
entirely cancelled out within filter C(s) bandwidth, corresponding to the achievable control
objective for L1 control, as yref . If C(s) = 1 in expressions (C.9) and (C.10) shows H(s)
reduces to M(s) exactly.
C.3.2 Controller Structure
The L1 controller is composed of an output-predictor, controller, and an adaptation law.
Output Predictor
Since we are lumping all plant dynamics and disturbance into the σ term, the most general
form this can appear is an “unmatched” form:
˙ˆx(t) = Amxˆ(t) +Bmu(t) + σˆ(t), xˆ(0) = 0
yˆ(t) = Cmxˆ(t)
(C.12)
This choice for the form of σˆ(t) will complicate the form of the control law.
Control
The control law is:
u(s) = C(s)r(s)− C(s) cm(sI −A)
−1
cm(sI −A)−1bm σˆ (C.13)
This peculiar form results from the choice of σˆ as being “unmatched”, to transform it from
a vector into a scalar (Rn → R). Effectively, the second term is attempting to calculate
something like B−1m .
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For practical implementation, this second term can be created in the following manner.
By making a state-space model using Am, Cm, and letting the B matrix be In, the n-
dimensional identity matrix, the numerator term can be created. Both this model and the
regular state-space model for M(s) can be transformed into discrete transfer functions, and
n new transfer functions can be formed out of the numerators of both systems (since both
have the same poles). This cascade of discrete transfer functions can be be put back into a
discrete state-space form. Discrete systems are used, since the structure of this term would
result in improper transfer functions (or descriptor continuous state-space models).
Adaptation Law
Define the error dynamics between the output predictor (C.12) and the plant in state space
form (C.7), or xˆ− x, as:
˙˜x(t) = Amx˜(t) + σˆ(t)−Bmσ(t), x˜(t) = 0
y˜(t) = Cmx˜(t)
(C.14)
The adaptation law is given in terms of the CPU sampling time Ts of the system running
the adaptation at time steps i = 0, 1, 2, .., where the estimate is held at each time step.
With the error signal y˜ as in (C.14), the adaptation law for σˆ is:
σˆ(t) = σˆ(iTs), t ∈ [iTs, (i+ 1)Ts)
σˆ(iTs) = Γ(Ts)y˜(iTs)
(C.15)
where Γ(Ts) is a precomputed constant defined as:
Γ(Ts) = −Φ−1(Ts)eΛAmΛ−1Ts11 (C.16)
where 11 = [1, 0, ..., 0]
T ∈ Rn, and
Φ(Ts) =
Ts∫
0
eΛAmΛ
−1(Ts−τ)Λ dτ (C.17)
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and
Λ =
[
Cm
D
√
P
]
(C.18)
where P = P T > 0 satisfies the algebraic Lyapunov equation:
ATmP + PAm = −Q, Q = QT > 0 (C.19)
and D is an (n − 1) × n matrix containing the null space of cm(
√
P )−1. The structure
of P ensures
√
P can always be found (using Cholesky decomposition, for example). This
construction ensures Λ−1 exists.
For implementation the following simplification is helpful:
Φ = ΛAmΛ
−1(eΛAmΛ
−1Ts − I)Λ (C.20)
This whole structure seems quite complicated, but, as expected, is helpful in proving sta-
bility, as will be described in §C.3.4. This form does not require parameter projection, like
many other adaptive laws, including other formulations for L1 control.
C.3.3 Discrete Time Implementation of Output-Predictor
The formulations presented thus far, following [15], use continuous time transfer functions
and state-space models. Guided airdrop systems run control loops relatively slowly, on the
order of 1-10 Hz. As a result, continuous time represents a poor approximation to real
system behavior. To examine the applicability of L1 in this context, all expressions are
discretized, including the output-predictor. This has not been done previously.
The non-matched formulation in §C.3.2 requires careful transformation from continuous to
discrete time. We proceed using a procedure from [4] for converting continuous systems to
discrete time using zero-order-hold sampling.
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Recall the expression for the output-predictor:
˙ˆx(t) = Amxˆ(t) +Bmu(t) + σˆ(t)
yˆ(t) = Cmxˆ(t)
(C.21)
Using the variation of constants formula, expressing the effects of sampling the control signal
u(tk) and adaptation term σˆ(tk) for discrete steps k over tk ≤ t ≤ tk is straightforward:
xˆ(t) = eAm(t−tk)xˆ(tk) +
t∫
tk
eAm(t−s
′)(Bmu(s
′) + σˆ(s′))ds′ (C.22)
= eAm(t−tk)xˆ(tk) +
t∫
tk
eAm(t−s
′)ds′(Bmu(tk) + σˆ(tk)) (C.23)
= eA(t−tk)xˆ(tk) +
t−tk∫
0
eAm(s)ds(Bmu(tk) + σˆ(tk)) (C.24)
= Φ(t, tk)xˆ(tk) + Γ
∗(t, tk)(Bmu(tk) + σˆ(tk)) (C.25)
where the second expression reflects u and σˆ taking constant values over the sampling time.
We use the symbol Γ∗ to distinguish from the traditional Γ term, which incorporates B. We
treat the system as having input u and output y sampled at the same instants. Assuming
sampling with constant period Ts, giving tk = kTs, allows us to write the difference equation
for this system as:
xˆ((k + 1)Ts) = Φxˆ(kTs) + Γ
∗(Bmu(kTs) + σˆ(kTs))
yˆ(kTs) = Cmxˆ(kTs)
(C.26)
where
Φ = eATs
Γ∗ =
Ts∫
0
eAsds
(C.27)
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From (C.27) we have:
dΦ(t)
dt
= AΦ(t) = Φ(t)A (C.28)
dΓ∗(t)
dt
= Φ(t) (C.29)
Matrices Φ and Γ satisfy the expression:
d
dt
[
Φ(t) Γ∗(t)
0 I
]
=
[
Φ(t) Γ∗(t)
0 I
] [
A I
0 0
]
(C.30)
Where the identity matrices I are appropriately sized. To explicitly solve for Φ(Ts) and
Γ∗(Ts) the following block matrix can be evaluated:[
Φ(Ts) Γ
∗(Ts)
0 I
]
= exp
([
A I
0 0
]
Ts
)
(C.31)
Using (C.31) the entire L1 algorithm, including the output-predictor in (C.21), can be
implemented in discrete time, as shown in Figures C·1 and C·2.
SaturationReference Signal
r
Gamma(Ts)
K*u
Disturbanced
Discrete Sigmahat Filter (Bm inverse)
y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n)
x(n+1)=Ax(n)+Bu(n)
Discrete Plant (A)
numAd(z)
denAd(z)
Discrete Output Predictor
u
Sigmahat
yhat
DelayC Discrete Filter
numCd(z)
denCd(z) u
Sigmahat
err
y
Figure C·1: L1 Adaptive Control Structure, discrete time.
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yhat
1
Discrete Output Predictor
y(n)=Cx(n)+Du(n)
x(n+1)=Ax(n)+Bu(n)
Bm
K*u
Sigmahat
2
u
1
Figure C·2: L1 Adaptive Output Predictor Structure, discrete time. Note the way the σˆ
term is augmented to the reference model dynamics, representing “unmatched” uncertainty
(see §C.3.3).
C.3.4 Main Boundedness/Stability Result and Proof Outline
Main Result
Restating the entire proof from [15] is beyond the scope of the current discussion. Rather,
we state the main result, and briefly outline the key steps involved in the proof. This section
is reproduced from [15].
Theorem 1 (from [15]). Consider the system in (C.1) and the L1-controller defined in the
previous section. If the CPU sampling time Ts is chosen such that
γ0(Ts) < γ¯0 (C.32)
for some positive constant γ¯0, then:
‖y˜‖L∞ < γ¯0 (C.33)
‖yref − y‖L∞ < γ1 (C.34)
‖uref − u‖L∞ ≤ γ2 (C.35)
where
γ1 ≡ ‖H(s)C(s)/M(s)‖
1− ‖G(s)‖L1L
γ¯0 (C.36)
γ2 ≡
∥∥∥∥H(s)C(s)M(s)
∥∥∥∥
L1
Lγ1 +
∥∥∥∥H(s)C(s)A(s)M(s)
∥∥∥∥
L1
γ¯0 (C.37)
and H(s) is given in (C.10).
In essence, this theorem states the tracking error between the real system and achievable L1
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reference system (yref ) is bounded by a constant determined by Ts, as are the magnitude
of control signals. Since the reference achievable L1 system is stable and designed with
desired performance, the adaptive controller will perform similarly, with uniform bounds,
even during the transient phase. In addition, these bounds can be reduced by decreasing
the CPU sampling time.
Also noteworthy is the lack of requirements on the reference signal, with the exception of
being bounded–no requirements of sufficient richness are needed to ensure the results.
As stated earlier, however, the reference achievable L1, as defined in (C.9) and (C.10), does
not track with the same behavior as the “ideal” reference system M(s), thus the adaptive
controller will not either. The filter C(s) has the effect of canceling only uncertainties within
its bandwidth, and, as expected, introducing a filter will cause some phase delay. The issue
of designing the filter is discussed in §C.3.5.
Outline of Proof
We outline the essential steps used in proving Theorem 1, again reproduced from [15].
The first step is to demonstrate ‖y˜‖L∞ < γ¯0.
Introduce a state transformation:
ξ˜ = Λx˜ (C.38)
which gives the following alternative expression for the error dynamics (C.14):
˙˜
ξ = ΛAmΛ
−1ξ˜ + Λσˆ(t)− ΛBmσ(t), ξ˜(0) = 0 (C.39)
y˜ = ξ˜1(t) (C.40)
where ξ˜1 is the first element of ξ˜(t). Demonstrating ξ˜ remains bounded will thus demonstrate
‖y˜‖L∞ < γ¯0.
Noting (C.39) corresponds to a linear system with exogenous input forcing functions Λσˆ(t)
and −ΛBmσ(t), we can see the standard variation of constants solution will involve an
integral for each term, and from the structure of ξ˜, with its first element being y˜, we can
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express the solution to (C.39) as the sum of two components:
ξ˜(iTs + t) = χ(iTs + t) + ζ(iTs + t) (C.41)
Re-expressing the argument of ξ˜, we have:
χ((j + 1)Ts) = e
ΛAmΛ−1Ts
[
y˜(jTs)
0
]
+
Ts∫
0
eΛAmΛ
−1(Ts−τ)Λσˆ(jTs) dτ (C.42)
ζ((j + 1)Ts) = e
ΛAmΛ−1Ts
[
0
z˜(jTs)
]
+
Ts∫
0
eΛAmΛ
−1(Ts−τ)bmσ(jTs) dτ (C.43)
Substituting the adaptive law for σˆ from (C.15) into (C.42) gives:
χ((j + 1)Ts) = 0 (C.44)
What remains to show is the stability and boundedness of ζ((j + 1)Ts) in (C.43). The
Lyapunov equation
V = ζT (t)Λ−TPΛ−1ζ(t) (C.45)
can be used to do this, and the resulting bound is a function of Ts, as expected. Thus
‖y˜‖L∞ < γ¯0 is established.
Combining this result with
‖yref − y‖L∞ <
‖H(s)C(s)/M(s)‖
1− ‖G(s)‖L1L
‖y˜‖L∞ (C.46)
which is proven in [15], proves (C.34), which in turn combines with the Lipschitz assumption
for the disturbance to give (C.35).
For the exact bound forms see [15].
C.3.5 Filter Design
The results above omit the most crucial design aspect of L1 control: choosing appropriate
reference models M and filters C. Other than appearing in the forms for the bounds of γi
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above, which shows a filter is required for bounded controls for non-minimum phase systems,
for instance, the result is not constructive. There are numerous results in the literature for
this process for the output-feedback case, including those based on satisfying another L1
condition, using optimization [21], [15], as well as robust control [18]. For the present study,
a method based on pole-placement [29] is pursued.
The idea is to match the poles of the L1 closed loop system, H given in (C.10), with another
pole-placement controlled system.
In general, the method of pole placement relies on solving the Diophantine equation:
Z(s)P (S) +R(s)Qm(s)L(s) = A
∗
CL(s) (C.47)
where the plant is defined as:
A(s) =
Z(s)
R(s)
u (C.48)
and the feedback control to place the poles at A∗CL(s) is:
K(s) =
P (s)
Qm(s)L(s)
(C.49)
and Qm(s) is defined as in [16], corresponding to the internal model of the reference signal
to be tracked. After some simple manipulation the method of choosing C and M is given
by matching the two expressions:
C(s)
M(s)(1− C(s)) =
Cn(s)Md(s)
Mn(s)(Cd(s)− Cn(s)) =
P (s)
Qm(s)L(s)
(C.50)
requiring both C and M are stable, and the closed loop system H given in (C.10) satisfies
the L1 stability condition.
Thus there are three design parameters to play with (A∗CL(s), C(s), M(s)), subject to these
conditions.
In an ideal setting, more exotic forms for both C and M could be investigated, including
Chebyshev and elliptic filter schemes. For the sake of simplicity, however, the structure of
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C(s) is restricted to a conventional second order low-pass filter:
C(s) =
ω2C
s2 + 2ζCωCs+ ω2C
(C.51)
where the values of ωC and ζC are chosen to correspond to desired control signal filter
behavior. With this choice, (C.50) becomes:
ω2CMd(s)
Mn(s)(s2 + 2ζCωCs)
=
ω2CMd(s)
Mn(s)s(s+ 2ζCωC)
=
P (s)
Qm(s)L(s)
(C.52)
A natural choice for Qm(s) in this context is s, corresponding to tracking of step inputs,
giving (C.50):
ω2CMd(s)
Mn(s)(s+ 2ζCωC)
=
P (s)
L(s)
(C.53)
We can then write:
Md(s) =
P (s)
ω2C
Mn(s) =
L(s)
(s+ 2ζCωC)
(C.54)
In order to match the poles exactly, (s+ 2ζCωC) must divide L(s) with no remainder.
At this point, we use the system description for 10K to design the filter coefficients for C.
As described above, the dutch-roll mode appears at roughly 2pi/10 = 0.6283 rad/s, and ωC
is chosen to be well below this to ensure attenuation of control signals near the dutch-roll.
Then ζC can be chosen to ensure (s+ 2ζCωC) divides L(s) evenly. As described above, this
choice will result in a phase shift, which is determined to be acceptable.
The challenge of this method now comes with picking A∗CL(s), the desired closed loops
poles. Since the system is non-minimum phase, there are performance limitations using any
control scheme, and given the control signal is a real-life system with saturation, the poles
cannot be moved too far without requiring unattainably large control signals.
As described in [9], an ideal closed loop parafoil system should exhibit characteristics of a
low-pass filter, with near unity gain at low frequencies, and attenuate signals at frequencies
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near the dutch-roll mode. Complicating matters, both M and C must themselves be stable
and minimum phase.
To address all these issues an optimization problem could be formulated, but for the sake
of simplicity a method of trial and error was chosen. Since the LQR algorithm can be
thought of as optimal pole-placement given state and cost weightings, poles were generated
using the MATLAB lqr() method until satisfactory performance was achieved satisfying
the stability conditions.
The final values for A∗CL(s), C and M are chosen as:
A∗CL(s) =
[
1.0000 2.6190 3.7092 2.9763 1.4718 0.3636 0.0332
]
(C.55)
corresponding to two sets of roots at both −0.5305± 0.6724i and −0.2485, and
C =
(0.33)2
s2 + 2(4.3314)(0.33)s+ (0.33)2
M =
−0.097983(s+ 0.403)
(s+ 0.232)(s2 + 0.3374s+ 0.2557)
(C.56)
These correspond to an overdamped filter for C, a system M with poles somewhat more
negative and less oscillatory than the original 10K system specified in (C.2). The non-unity
gain must be divided out of reference signals for tracking.
C.4 Adaptive Pole Placement Conrol (APPC)
Given the potentially non-minimum phase nature of the 10K system, conventional model-
reference adaptive control (MRAC), which relies on dynamics inversion, is not applicable.
Given the method used here to design the filter and reference system for L1 used pole
placement methodology, Adaptive Pole Placement Control (APPC), as described in [16],
for example, is a natural conventional scheme for comparison. Block diagrams for both
non-adaptive PPC and APPC are shown in Figures [C·3,C·4].
In addition to the description given with respect to how the L1 filters were chosen, the
following considerations were necessary for implementing a working APPC scheme:
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Figure C·3: Conventional (non-adaptive) PPC Structure.
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DelayAdaptive Control Law
err
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up
up1
err
Figure C·4: General Adaptive Control Structure. The adaptive law output is fed directly
into the system, transient behavior and all.
• PPC Issues:
– Singularity checking, implemented by explicitly checking for pole-zero cancella-
tion at each time step.
– Ensuring Sylvester Matrix is well conditioned, and contains only finite numbers.
• Adaptation Issues:
– Scaling of φ using standard scaling by m2s = 1 + φ
Tφ.
– Robust Adaptation, implemented using dead-zone at (1E-8 sec)*ms2
The final block diagram structure is shown in Figure C·5.
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Figure C·5: APPC Structure. Incorporates singularity checking, Sylvester matrix condi-
tioning checking, as well as standard scaling and robust adaptation with dynamic deadzone.
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C.5 Results
L1, APPC, and PPC schemes were implemented in Simulink. APPC and PPC were simu-
lated using a fixed time step (Ts) of 1E-4 seconds. L1 was tested at 10 Hz. To demonstrate
some key differences between them, three different scenarios are presented:
1. Disturbance added
2. Time-delay to input added
3. System dynamics changed
All trajectory plots are angular velocity in rad/s versus time in seconds, corresponding to
turn rate.
C.5.1 Disturbance Added
The following disturbance is added:
d = 0.05 max(r) sin(20ωAt) (C.57)
where r is the representative trajectory. The results are shown in Figures C·6, C·7, and
C·8.
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Figure C·6: PPC tracking with disturbance d = 0.05 max(r) sin(20ωAt). All plots are versus
time in seconds. While tracking the reference trajectory is quite good, the control signal
contains large spikes with high frequency content.
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Figure C·7: APPC tracking with disturbance d = 0.05 max(r) sin(20ωAt). Note the large
transient behavior for over a minute of the trajectory, with high frequency and full saturation
of the control channel. The maximum and minimum trajectory values reach are 2.4761 and
-2.0820 rad/s, respectively.
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Figure C·8: L1 tracking with disturbance d = 0.05 max(r) sin(20ωAt), discrete implemen-
tation (10Hz). All plots are versus time in seconds. Note the bounded transient behavior,
with a smooth, bounded control signal throughout the trajectory.
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Both PPC and and APPC, once its estimates converge, achieve relatively good tracking
of the reference signal. However, both in the adaptive portion of APPC, as well as in
the steady-state behavior of both controllers, this tracking is achieved at the price of high
frequency control signals. L1 tracking shows larger phase delay throughout the trajectory,
but otherwise tracks the reference signal reasonably well. This is achieved with much
smoother, lower frequency control signals, which do not have large transients.
C.5.2 Time Delay Added
An input time delay of 0.5 sec is added to each system. The results are shown in Figures
C·9, C·10, and C·11.
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Figure C·9: PPC tracking with input delay of 0.5 sec. All plots are versus time in seconds.
Tracking the reference trajectory has deteriorated somewhat, becoming oscillatory. The
control signal again contains large spikes with high frequency content.
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Figure C·10: APPC tracking with input delay of 0.5 sec. All plots are versus time in
seconds. Note the large transient behavior at the beginning of the trajectory, with high
frequency and full saturation of the control channel, in addition to the expected phase lag.
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Figure C·11: L1 tracking with input delay of 0.5 sec, discrete implementation (10 Hz). All
plots are versus time in seconds. Note the minimal transient behavior throughout, with a
the time delay introducing more muted oscillations, and still maintains a relatively smooth
control signal.
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The results are similar to the case of disturbance added, with Both PPC and and APPC,
once its estimates converge, achieve relatively good tracking of the reference signal, with
additional oscillations resulting from the input delay. However, both in the adaptive portion
of APPC, as well as in the steady-state behavior of both controllers, this tracking is achieved
at the price of high frequency control signals.
In contrast, L1 tracking shows very similar behavior to the disturbance case, with more
muted oscillations from the time delay, maintaining similar performance to the un-delayed
case. Once again, this performance is achieved with much smoother control signals than
either A/PPC.
C.5.3 System Dynamics Changed
The closed loop poles chosen and PPC controller were synthesized using the nominal system
model (C.1). Recalling the form from before:
A(s) =
(s+ a)(s+ b)
(s+ c)(s2 + 2ζAωA + ω2A)
(C.58)
Now, the values are changed from (C.2) to:
a = 0.25 (0.35)
b = −2 (−1.44)
c = −0.31 (0.23)
ωA =
2pi
11
(
2pi
10
)
ζA = 0.12 (0.19)
(C.59)
which includes a slower, more lightly-damped dutch roll mode. The results are shown in
Figures C·12, C·13, C·14, and C·15.
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Figure C·12: PPC tracking with system dynamics changed from (C.2) to (C.59). All plots
are versus time in seconds. Tracking the reference trajectory has deteriorated somewhat, be-
coming more oscillatory. The control signal again contains large spikes with high frequency
content.
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Figure C·13: APPC tracking with system dynamics changed from (C.2) to (C.59). All plots
are versus time in seconds. Note the high frequency control signal and large oscillatory
tracking.
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Figure C·14: L1 tracking system dynamics changed from (C.2) to (C.59), discrete imple-
mentation (10 Hz). All plots are versus time in seconds. The increased oscillatory behavior
is still slightly less than both A/PPC
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Figure C·15: L1 tracking system dynamics changed from (C.2) to (C.59), discrete imple-
mentation (30 Hz). All plots are versus time in seconds. Note the minimal oscillatory
behavior throughout, maintaining a relatively smooth control signal.
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In this case, APPC never appears to converge to particularly good values, tracking with
quite a lot of oscillatory behavior, as does the PPC. L1 tracking performance at 10 Hz like-
wise is also reduced somewhat, but it still overshoots and oscillates less than either A/PPC
method. If the sampling rate in discrete L1 is increased 30 Hz, significantly improved
performance is achieved.
C.6 Discussion
The results for all three cases demonstrate different aspects of L1, as compared to both
other adaptive control schemes, as well as conventional control.
The results shown for APPC, once the estimators converge, are on the whole relatively
good. It is important to note this performance is extremely sensitive to initial guesses for θˆ,
however. Despite including explicit singularity checking to ensure the calculation of control
polynomials does not become ill-posed, as well as protections to ensure the Sylvester matrix
is well formed, if the initial guess is too far from reasonable values, the adaptive scheme
saturates the control and is unable to recover, and stops tracking entirely. The dead-zone
robust estimator is likewise quite sensitive–setting the value too large has the same effects
once the control saturates, and setting the value too small fails to prevent the bursting char-
acteristic of constant adaptation. In addition, no attempt was made to ensure the reference
signal was sufficiently rich, given the real-word application this controller is designed for.
L1 always appears to have phase shift, which is a fairly clear result of inserting a low pass
filter in between the adaptation and the system. The advantages of having a smooth con-
trol signal, and not exciting large transient behavior likewise follow intuitively given this
structure. Although this would not appear to be a justifiable practice in some contexts,
in control of 10K, where smooth controls and avoiding transient behavior is critical, the
advantages appear to outweigh the costs of increasing phase shift.
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With respect to tracking, L1 appears comparable to PPC, by design. Since M and C were
chosen using PPC design, this is unsurprising. As demonstrated in the third example,
however, conventional PPC blindly places poles on a different system elsewhere, which can
result in undesirable behavior. Even with adaption added, in APPC, this can still result in
undesirable behavior. With L1, however, changes in the dynamics which do not violate the
stability conditions detailed above can still maintain acceptable behavior, given the filtering
design. Performance also improves greatly if the sampling frequency is increased from 10
Hz to 30 Hz, still far lower than the 10 kHz sampling rate for A/PPC.
C.7 Conclusion
A comparison of L1 adaptive control in discrete time with both APPC and conventional PPC
has highlighted some tradeoffs of the different methods. In the context of large autonomous
parafoil systems, such as 10K, the advantages of L1 adaptive control appear to outweigh
the disadvantages, motivating further study into implementation and real-world testing.
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